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MR. FILLMORS: My Lords, in connection with the discussion of 
clause 4 of the Charter, which appears at page 23 of the 
appendix, I would like to read Sections 17 and Z8, at page ?!•

Section 1? provides: "'The Consolidated Hallway Act, 1879* 
In so far as the provisions of the same are applicable to the 
undertaking authorised by this charter, and in so far as they 
are not inconsistent with or contrary to the provisions hereof, 
and save and except as hereinafter provided, is hereby 
incorporated herewith".

Section l3 provides: "As respects the said railway, the 
seventh section of 'The Consolidated Hallway Act, 1879,' 
relating to powers, and the eighth section thereof relating 
to plans and surveys, shall be subject to the following 
provisions? I do not think that any of those are material.

We then turn to the Consolidated Railway Act, 1879, which 
is chapter 9 of 42 Victoria.

VISCOUNT SIMOH: That is at page 8 of the appendix, is it not?

MR. FILLMORE: It is partly in the appendix. Under Section 7 the 
company has povrer to receive voluntary grants and donations 
of land or other property; under sub-section (7). to make, 
complete and keep in repair the railway, and so forth; under 
sub-section (8), to erect and maintain all necessary and 
convenient buildings, stations, depots, v/aarv«a and fixtures, 
and from time to time to alter, repair or enlarge the sane, 
which might, of course, include repair shops; under sub-section 
(9)* *3to make branch railways, if required and provided by the 
special Act, and to manage the same, and for that purpose 
to exercise all the powers, privileges and authorities, 
necessary therefor, in as full and ample a manner as for the 
railway"; under sub-section (10), "To construct and make all 
other matters and things necessary and convenient for the making, 
extending and the using of the railway. In pursuance of this 
Aot, and of the special Act". Then we pass to sub-section (19), 
which says: "Any railway company desiring at any time to change 
the location of its line of railway in any particular part for 
the purpose of lessening a curve, reducing a gradient, or 
otherwise benefiting such line of railway, oar for any other 
purpose of public advantage, may make such change" and so forth.

I submit that the Act is the guide to the powers of the 
railway; the guide to the ordinary operation of the railway.

  When we turn to clause 4 of the charter, it reads: "All 
the franchises and powers necessary or useful to the company 
to enable them to carry out. perform, enforce, use and avail 
themselves of, every condition, stipulation, obligation, duty, 
right, remedy, privilege, and advantage agreed upon, contained 
or described in the said contract, are hereby conferred upon 
the company. And the enactment of the special provisions , 
hereinafter contained shall not be held to impair or derogate 
from the generality of the franchises and powers so hereby

| conferred upon them*. i
F   ;'  - :

1 X eutmit that the words "agreed upon, contained or ' 
described in the said contract" are words of limitation and 
clause 4 was to enable the company to construct the railway, to 
give them all possible powers and authority to enable them to 
carry out the contract. i ,

v/hat was the contract? The contract was to complete the 
railway within a certain time, and under clauses 7 and 8 of the
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agreement, which will be found on pages 15 and 16 of the 
appendix, we find that upon completion of the railway it will 
be turned over to the company (that is, those parts constructed 
by the Government), "and the company shall thereafter and 
forever efficiently maintain, work and run the Canadian Pacific 

" Railway". Then clause 8 is: "Upon the reception from the
Government of the possession of each of the respective portions 
of the Canadian Pacific Hallway, the company shall equip the 
same in conformity with the- standard herein established for the 
equipment of the sections hereby contracted for, and shall 
thereafter maintain and efficiently operate the same".

There is nothing in the contract or the charter or in 
the Consolidated Hallway Act specifically referring to workshops, 
but? of course, to construct the railway there would have to be 
workshops. I submit, therefore, that clause 4 simply relates 
to the works of construction, so that the company would have 
undoubted power to do everything that they needed to construct 
the railway.

VISCOUNT SIMON: Clause 4 speaks, amongst other things, of "right, 
remedy, privilege, and advantage agreed upon". That is agreed 
upon in the contract?

MR. FILLMORE: Yes, my Lord, '

VISCOUNT SIMON: Is not a perpetual exemption fxom taxation an 
advantage?

MR. FXLLMORE: My observation is that there is nothing in the
contract, outside of clause 16, about exemption from taxation*

LORD ASQUITH: Do you need anything more than that? Clause 16 does 
provide for perpetual exemption.

MR. FILLMORE: Yes, "toy any province hereafter to be established** 
That, therefore, had no application to this part of Manitoba. 
It does not mention exemption from taxation in connection with 
any existing province; so that the assumption is natural, as 
the fact was, that the company would pay taxes in the then 
established provinces. I submit that there is nothing in the 
contract, in so far as this part of Manitoba is concerned, 
about tax exemption or about maicing agreements with municipalities 
That subject is not dealt with in the contract and 1 submit that 
the word "useful" here - all those words - must be subject to 
and read in connection with the concluding words of that 
sentence, "agreed upon, contained or described in the said 
contract, are hereby conferred upon the company."

LORD COHEN: I suppose that you would agree, would you not, that 
the obligation to provide workshops and the like was an 
obligation contained In the contract?

MR. FILLMORE; Yes, my Lord. They could not build a railway without 
workshops.

LORD COHI2B: That ie the first stage. It would follow, therefore, 
would it not, that on that subject matter the company had 
power to oomo ,;o an agreement with the municipality in whose 
area they wished to erect those workshops?

MR. FILLMORE: They would have a right to take land and buy land, 
but I cannot see that you could go one step further. I submit 
that the subject of tax exemption is not covered by clause 4 
and it is not covered by the contract, because it relates to the 
construction and all necessary works in connection therewith.
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LORD OCHEN: It is rather like which is the cart and which is the 
horse. I should, have thought that the subject matter of the 
agreement in this case that we are considering was the 
construction of the workshops. I should have thought-that the 
concession as regards terms was merely an additional advantage 
which the railway company got out of it, and, in any event, 
is not the company Kiade prima facie the judge of what is 
"useful*?

ME. FlLIJJoa;::: Yes; I would concede that. The directors have to 
decide from time to time what is of advantage and what is 
useful. They have to make bargains relating to the management 
of the corn, any; "but my submission is that to lift the word 
"useful" out of the context here and say: It was useful to the 
railway to make such a good bargain, is not v?hat was intended 
by clause 4* that when you cone to bargain with municipalities 
fox tax exemption and when you come to agree that in 
consideration of such exemption you will forever maintain the 
workshops in a particular locality, that is foreign to clause 4,

, because it goes, I submit, one step further than what is
contemplated by clause 4. For example, if you can segregate 
the word "useful" and say that the company can do anything 
useful in the construction or operating of the railway, than 
you have a common law corporation, 'tiere would you then impost 
any limit on what the company could do?

LORD QAK3EY: Because you have imposed a limit that it has to do 
it for the purposes of maintaining the railway, not for tan 

, purpose of something other than the railway, it is net to carry 
on a drapery business*

- >' ' - "  

MB. FIXJLMORSs It might be "useful" in connection with the railway 
to develop mines and to operate smelters, for the exercise cf 
which power the company had their Act amended. It seems to 
me that it would be very difficult to put a limit on what 
the company could do by virtue of the word "useful0 *

FISCOUHf SIMOM; In your view, does "useful" mean consistent with 
tine operation of the railway?  

MR. FIL1J.IOH1!;: I submit that in clause 4 it means consistent with 
performing the contract. The contract was (a) to complete the 
railway as agreed and (b) to forever efficiently operate the
came.

VlbOQUNT 8IMCK: I am afraid that I am not following you. Clause 
4 divides itself into two, does it not? It begins by talking 
about "franchises and powers necessary or useful to the 
company to enable them to carry out, perform, enforce, use and 
avail themselves of" and so forth. Then it also refers to 
"condition, stipulation, obligation, duty, right, remedy, 
privilege, and advantage agreed upon" in the contract. What 
I want to know is: How do you meet the contention that one 
of the advantages agreed upon in the contract was perpetual 
exemption from taxation?

MR. FILLMOHK: Hot in so far as Manitoba is concerned. Clause 16 
relates only to exemption from taxation     

iORD A&iUITK: You say that it is every form of taxation, except 
Manitoban?

!»QRD CQHJSH: You say that it is exempt only to Dominion taxation 
and taxation is any new province to be farmed after the date 
of the contract?

J.ORD ASQUITH; It would at all events exclude an exemption from
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Manitoba® taxation?

FILLMOIlE; Manitoba was then an established province, so that 
clause 16 of the contract has no application to Manitoba,

LORD ASqiJITH: It is right, is it not, that it does not exempt, 
according to you. from taxation in any existing province? 
It only exempts from taxation by Dominion and any future 
province? That is your argument, is it not?

ME. FILLMOl^: Yea, my Lord.

LORD OAX3I3Y: As owning that you are right upon that, it does not 
really affect the real question, which is .vhether or not it . 
was a franchise and po1 ex necessary or useful to the company 
when it was constructing its workshops to make this contract 
for exemption with the City of Winnipeg. Surely it was 
obviously "useful" to the company, apart freo your contention 
that there might be some change in oircwaatanoes*

FILI$QHEI: Certainly it IB an advantage and it ia "useful" to 
a railway company to escape the payment of taxes; but the real 
point is: Is there anything in the charter or the Railway Act 
which gave the railway company the po\«jec to give the 
consideration which they agreed to give? <

LORD OOH1KJ From your point of vie^ the exemption from taxation 
is a red herring across the track. As I have foil owed your 
argument, you are saying this* If they merely agreed to build 
the workshops, without any obligation to maintain them forever, 
there would have been no objection to their taking this 
exemption; but the vice of the thing is that they bind them 
selves to keep their workshops there forever, whatever may b® 
the desirable course to adopt in the future. That is right. 
is it not?

MR. FILLMOK8: Yes, my Lord. I am saying on the word "useful « that 
it may or may not have been useful in 1881 for the directors 
of the railway ooripany to covenant that they would forever 
maintain the workshops within the City of Winnipeg, because 
that is what they had to agree to do in order to get the tax 
exemption, and my whole argument from the start has been that 
that is on the face of it incompatible, not only with the 
obligation to forever efficiently operate the railway, but 
it is a covenant of such a nature that the company could not 
enter into it unless there is clearly power in the charter or 
in the statute.

VISCOUNT 8II.4CW: I should like to make a note of the suggestion that 
Lord Cohen made to you. He suggest-d to you that your 
contention was that, if the company had merely agreed to build

in Winnipeg, tiiaro would be no objection - 7

LGHD COHKN: If they had agreed to build the -workshops in Winnipeg, 
there would have been no objection to their receiving the 
benefit of the exemption; but the objection was to their 
receiving that in sxchange for their obligations to keep them 
there forever. I think that that is what I put.

VISOOUMT SIMGB: I think that you told ray J*ord that you did 
a/aoept that contention?

MR. FILUIOR3: Yes, my Lord.

VISOOUHT SIMOH: This is a correct swrnary of the position; The 
appellant contends that, if the company had agreed to build 
workshops in Winnipeg, there would be no objection to the

I
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company receiving the consideration of exemption; Taut, having 
agreed to keep them there forever, this was in breach of thelar 
duty to manage -he railway as efficiently as possible?

MR. FILLMQRS: Yes, my Lord. I also put it in another way: that it 
was a negation, a surrender, a fetter to that extent of their 
statutory powers. It amounted to an agreement not to exercise 
their statutory pov^ers, which were to locate the workshops from 
time to time according to the exigencies of good railway 
practice. That is the way in which I put it: that the company 
had no right to abrogate part of ita statutory powers, and that 
it is wrong on the face of it, because the directors in 1881 
could not tell and no one can tell today what contingency may 
arise in the future and what events may make that covenant 
embarrassing to the railway company. ". . .,

VISCOUNT SIMON: By their "statutory powers" you mean their 
power to iflove the workshops from one pla,ot) to another?

MB. FILLMQRE: Yes; to move the railway; to move the shops.
Obviously, if they move the railway or move the shops, they 
could net maintain them in Winnipeg or, if something happened, 
such as happened in the case of the Whitby Railway Company, 
that some other company took it over and they wished to use 
the shops in use by the other company, they would find that 
it was embarrassing.

fhat is ray submission on the construction of clause 4. 
and I submit that it is supported by some statutory authority. 
I would like to refer to three or four cases on the subject.

I.QHD COHEN: Are they the cases referred to by Mr.Justice Sstey 
at page 396? That is where he seems to state the argument 
which you axe now addressing to us*

LORD AS<4UITH: Oases like York v. Leethaml

MB. FIU.MOHE: Three of the oases to which Mr. Justice Estey refers 
I wish to review. I would like to refer to them in order of 
date*

The first one is The Proprietors of the Staffordshire
vtion v. The Proprietors of 

___Signs f whi( 
1 English and Irish Appeal Cases, page 254- IB the statement

and Worcestershire Oanal navigation v. The Proprietors or the
in I*aw Reports!Sirmintfoam Oanal ff avigations. which is reported in Law Reports,

of fiicta on page 255 it says: "By an Act passed in 1763, powers 
were given to certain persons named therein (now represented 
by the respondents, the proprietors of the Birmingham Oanal 
Navigation), to make and maintain a navigable cut or canal 
from Birmingham to Bilston, and 'thence to Autherley, there 
to communicate with the canal now being made between the 
Hivers Severn and Trent 1 . Bilston is a township of wolver- 
harapton, and the appellants threatened opposition to the 
passing of this Act, whereupon the respondents, in order to > 
get the opposition withdi-avsn, consented to the extension of 
their canal to Autherley; and there was aocordingly introduced 
into the bill a clause (84 of the Act), which enacted that in 
case the respondents should not complete the intended 
navigation, so that it might, within six months next after it 
was finished to Birmingham, be made to communicate with the 
canal then being made between the Trent and Severn, »t o* 
near Autherley (the appellants1 canal) so as to make and effect a 
free, easy, and perfect communication between Birmingham and the 
said canal, it should be lawful for the appellants to complete 
such navigation? >««%

Then it appears that there was ultimately an agreement

,A V/ . ; ••- f / '   l



entered into between the companies, and it appears from the 
hc&dnote that '"The company recently proposed to construct 
machinery which should puap back sane of the water corning from 
the W. level, and so would affect the supply to the &. & W. 
Canal, but wuld not prevent the existence and free -uue of the 
communication at A. The «:. & W. Company filed a bill to 
prevent the construction of this machinery, alleging that it 
was contrary to the intention of the legislature as shown 
in the various Acts, a»d to the deed of arragement; and also 
contrary to the right which imist now be taken as vested in the 
3. & v/« Company by user and. prescription".

TOSOOUMT SBICU5 What is the year of this case?

MR. FILLMOKS: 1366. my Lord. One reason why I am reading this 
is that Mr.Justice Kstey remarks that there is no evidence 
that this would "be a bad thing for the railvay ocmpany, and 
X submit that it is not a raatter of evidence; it ia something 
that is griaa facie \7rong.

I would then refer to a passage in the judgneat of 
the Lord Chancellor at page 267. He sayss "The evidence, 
that thia reduction of the depth of vater in the locks will 
impede the conuuaication betters the two osaaals, does not 
appear to me to be of a very satisfactory description, (Hi» 
lordship went through it, and commented on it). I am not at 
a^l satisfied that, if the appellants receive out of the 
respondents* canal a depth of two feet of water above their 
suauit level, any such injurious effect will be produced; 
and the appellants have no right, under the Act of 8 George III, 
to more than a continual supply of water sufficient to keep 
open the corn runic at ion between the two canals.

"But the appellants contended that, although this may 
originally have been all they were entitled to under the 
Act of Parliament, yat that they have since acquired a right 
to the quantity of water discharged from the respondents* 
looks into their canal by long user under the Prescription Act.

"The second, section of that Act applies to a claim to the 
us® of water, which i.iay be lawfully made at the corauon law, 
by custom, prescription, or grant. Custom and prescription 
are here out of the question, and if the respondents could 
not have granted the use of the water to the appellants, the 
Act is wholly inapplicable; but the respondents have not the 
water in their canal \vith an absolute power of dealing with 
it at their pleasure, when the canal was made, under the 
provisions of the Act 8, George III, the public had a right 
"io use it upon p-jaents of tolls^ and the respondents were 
Taouua to keep and maintain the canal ir* an efficient state 
for the passage of the traffic along it." That is something 
like the obligation hei-o. it uses the word "efficient". 
"Yhey could not bind themselves that, for all time to come, 
a certain quantity 01 uater should be discharged from their 
canal into that of the appellants, because it was impossible 
for them to kno\v whether all the vater beyond ir/hat was necessary 
to keep open the ccmruuttiouticm between -the t%?o canals would 
not be wanted for the purpose of their own canal. By a grant 
of the continual use ol' the quantity o£ water flowing from their 
canal into the canal of the appellants, the respondents would 
have fettered themselves in the exercise of the powcro vested 
in them by the Act for extending, preserving, and improving 
their canal, for which the application of all the tmter beyond 
 ittat was nocessary for keeping up the ca naunication between th* 
two canals might have been essential*  It was not found that it 
was.
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"To impose such a servitude upon the water in their canal 
as that contended for by the appellants would have been
virea of the respondent s, and conse gently length of user 
could never confer an indefeasible claim upon the appellants 
under the Prescription Act,, as no grant of the use of the 
water could have been lawfully made by the respondents".

It seems to me that that case has sane application to the 
facts and circumstances here, because what the company has agreed 
to do may in the future and to some extent interfere with the 
efficient operation of the railway.

VISCOUNT SIMOH: Was there an agreement in that case that they 
would provide a certain quantity of water to be discharged?

MR. FILLMORS: Ho. It appears from the headnote that the 258th 
section of one of the incorporating Acts prohibited the 
Birmingham company from "doing anything to obstruct the 
navigation of the 8. & W. canal, or, 'in anywise to shorten 
or vary all or any of the B. Company's canals, so as thereby 
to impede the navigation of the S. &  #  canal*, without the 
consent of the S. & W. Company. H That does not seem to cover
it. .,     . " - :,.\

YI8COU&T SIMON; They were proposing to instal some machinery 
which would have had the effect of taking away some of the 
water, were they not?

MR. FILL;.! OKI*:: Yes, my Lord. It was not proved that it would, 
but they were going to do something which might eventually or 
possibly. If they were compelled to deliver the water to the 
other company, if there was an agreement to that effect, then 
that might possibly interfere with the obligation of the 
Birmingham company to efficiently operate their own canal.

LORD AS<4UITH: This is a case where one can imagine that, if they 
discharged that amount of water into the other canal, their 
own might completely have dried up*

UH. FILLMORIS: Yes.

LORD ASiUITH: It is rather different from tying their hands to 
keep the principal workshops in a particular place and to do 
that for a very powerful consideration.

MR. FILLMOR&: It might have given rise to a more serious
circumstance, it is true; but it is a matter of principle and 
a matter of degree* If it is wrong in principle to do 
anything which may possibly fetter the statutory powers of the 
corporation, then it is ultra, virea.

LORD AS4UITH: It must depend on the size and power of the fetter 
and also the reason why it is submitted to.

MR. FILLMORE: Yes.
LORD ASQUITH: It is a very difficult conception, is it not: a 

statutory corporation abjuring its functions completely and 
agreeing to exercise them in a particular fashion Indefinitely 
for an indefinite advantage of comparable magnitude?

MR. FILLUGKK: I cannot see any difference in principle. When the 
contract was made it was either within the powers of the railway 
company or it was not.

LORD GAIBSY; Does not your argument involve that, if they made it

 JJL
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feat one raonth. it would !>  adjuring their power to move? If 
. you say that it is a question of principle, your argument 

> sesras to me to involve that: that for however short a time 
they abjured the right to move their principal workshops, 
you would say that they were abjuring one of their power*.

ICE. FXLLMOHSU If it were only for one month, the directors could 
see that far ahead,

LORD OAKSEY: Why, if it is a question of principle* or, as my 
noble and learned friend Lord Simon pmt it to you, take it 

: for five years.

LOHD TUCKER: I think that your principle does depend upon the 
use of the word BforeverM .

MR. rXLLMQRE: Yes. ' '".'.'' '.' .'."' '/'','      ' '' : ' V ',. .-Ww '

LORD TUCKER: Your argument would be that they could never make 
any agreement of any kind forever. It is the word "forever* 
that offends, in your argument, really, is it not?

ME. FZLLMQR&: That is the only argument X have got. '/hen ii in 
put to me: Could they make an agreement for a certain time?, 
the answer is that when you use the word "forever" you get 
beyond the ability of the present directors to forecast.

Y1SCOUKT 8IMOH: Your argument is that no one can foresee into 
the future, if the future is forever?

ME. FILLMORK; Yes, my Lord, where it is indefinite.

LORD OAK81YJ How can one foresee into five years? Circumstances 
may alter in such a way within five years that it might be 
in the interest of the company to remove its principal shops 
from the place.

MB. FXLLMGRK: That might be a fetter on their statutory powers, 
because the Act gives them a right to move the line of railway. 
They can move the railway at any time they like. The shops 
have to be on the railway.

LORD COHEN: It must be a question of degree whether * particular 
action is an abandonment of the power. It may, as my Lord says, 
in one case be difficult to draw the line; but there is no 
doubt whatever that it is beyond the line if the contract is 
forever. That is your argument, is it not?

MB. FXLUIOBE: That is my submission. As stated in the case in 
1926 Appeal Gases, in the passage to which your Lordship 
called my attention yesterday, it is a question of whether it 
is an ordinary business transaction or whether it is something 
objectionable. That is to be found at the bottom of page 375$ 
" In other words, the Board of Trade is here the constituted 
authority, by whose discretionary intervention the supply 
of electricity nay be secured in the interest of the locality. 
This is a very different scheme from a constitution of 
undertakers, which under the same statute establishes their 
existence, confers their pov/ers, and defines their purposes.

"It appears to me that no line can be drawn between the 
agreement now in question and any ordinary trading contract, 
if the appellants are right in testing the validity of the 
contract by its ultimate and theoretic possibility of bringing 
upon than a crippling loss". It is a question of whether it is 
an ordinary business contract or is one of suoh & nature that 
it falls within the prohibited class.
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;  "' I would then like to refer again briefly to the v^itpy case* 
I want to refer to the incorporating Aot. The oase is 
Corporation of jafaltby v. (& and Trunk Railway Corapjjny. r@port«d 
1 'Ontario Law Reports, page 4bO. It is suggested by the judges 
in the Supreme Court that the statutory powers of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway are wider than they were in the case of the 
Port Whitby and Port Peirry Railway Company. The report says 
that the Post vftiitby and ?o*"t Perry Railway Company was 
incorporated by Chapter 42 of the Statutes of Canada of 1868. 
First, the incorporating Aot provides that the several clauses 
of the Railway Act, and so forth, with respect to powers shall 
apply. That is similar to the Canadian Pacific Railway Aot. 
Then Section 3 provided: "The company hereby incorporated, their 
servants and agents, shall have full power and authority under 
this Aot to lay out. construct and finish an iron railway from 
such points within the limits of the Town of Whitby" and so on 
"as to the directors may appear expedient, and the said company 
shall have power and authority to construct the different 
sections of the rail-way in such order as they may think fit* 
and so on. There was no obligation here to construct in 
accordance with a contract or to efficiently operate. There 

a wide open power to construct and finish an iron railway.

Then the Consolidated Hail way Aot, to which the company 
was subject, is Chapter 66 of the Consolidated Statutes of 
Canada of Io59- Section 8 of that Aot provides; "Every company 
established under any special Act shall be a body corporate 
under the name declared in the special Aot, and shall be 
invested with all the powers, privileges and immunities 
necessary to carry into effect the intentions and objects of 
this Act and of the special Aot therefor, and which are 
incident to such corporation, as are expressed or included 
in *The Interpretation Act 1 *.

Then Section 9 provides: "The company shall have pov/er and 
authority" and so on. That section is much like Section 7 
in the Aot of 1879. Ho doubt the Aot of 1879 was a 
consolidation of this Act. Then under the heading "ninthly", 
it says: "To construct, erect and make all other matters and 
things necessary and convenient for the making, extending and 
using of the railway, in pursuance of and according to the 
meaning and intent of this Aot, and of the special Aot. H

There is everything there, except the word  'useful*. You 
oan only give the Canadian 1'aoific Rail-flay po rrer to enter into 
that perpetual covenant by taking the v/ord "useful" out of 
olause 4. It therefore seems to me that the attempt to 
distinguish the ^itby oase from the present case must fail. 
They could do everything; there was no restriction on the 
Whitby Company.

TUCKER: In the jflfoitby case was there any olause anything like 
olause 4 in the Charter in the present case, expressly providing 
for wider powers?

MR. FILLMQRE: There was Section 8 of the Consolidated Railway Aot, 
which I have just read: "shall be invested with all the powers, 
privileges and immunities*.

I0m TUCKER: \1toioh Bailway Aot is that?

MR. FILLMOHIt): That is the Aot of 1859. The Charter of the Port 
Whitby Railiray Company says thai, it will be subject to the 
Consolidated Hallway Act of 1859. The Aot of 1859 says: "Kvery 
company established under any special Act ... shall be invested 
with all the powers, privileges and immunities necessary to carry 
into effect the intentions and objects of this Act. "i that is,

XO
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to construct a railway and operate a railway. The ninth power 
is "to construct, ereot and make all other matters and things 
necessary and convenient for the making, extending and using 
of the railway*'. It is certainly convenient to* wuain^" a 
railway to get a tax exemption; but the court said that it 
was not "convenient 1* or "necessary* or within their powers to 
agree to maintain the workshops forever in Whit/by. I fail to 
see how the judges in the courts below distinguish the Whitbv 
case frori the present case.

LORD OOHEH: They were not bound by it, were theyt

MR. FILLMQKE: No, my Lord; I do not think that the Supreme Court
' i»«      > ' :     -'   '    '       : '. ;  ':.,. '' '

LORD CQHEN: There is a ground on which the Whjitby case might be 
right, even though the ratio decider*di was wrong, namely, that 
the obligation was entered into by a company which had ceased 
to exist or. at any rate, been wound up. It had been merged 
in the Grawa Trunk and such &n obligation would not, I think, 
pass to the Grand Trunk.

MR. FILLMQRS: That point apparently was not argued and was not 
made in the Vjhitbv oase. Ordinarily, where one company takes 
over another      

MR. CARSOU: The point was evidently raised. It was discussed on 
page 486 of the Report.

LORD OGHEK: "there are other difficulties in the way of a recovery 
upon the agreement sought to be enforced which it becomes 
unnecessary to discuss, the most formidable being the difficulty 
of holding that this agreement, if valid, is a claim or liability 
enforceable against the Midland Kail ay Company, and 
consequently against the defendants". The decision, X think, 
may be right, even though the ratio deoidendi was not. What 
ie said about it in this oase "is stated very shortly by 
Mr. Justice JTerwia at page 418. He says: "Decisions like 
Corporation of Whitby v« Gr;and trunk Railway Company ff relied 
upon by the City, depend qpon the terms of the enactments 
conferring the particular powers there in question."

MR. nbLMOREt Yesj in other words, he agrees with the judgaent in 
court below and all the judges who were against us say that 
the word "useful" gives them. I submit that certainly they 
have taken tlie wrong view of that, because it is useful to get 
tax exemption, but  -vhether it is useful to agree to maintain 
workshops in a certain locality forever nobody knows. Mobody 
can forecast whether that is useful or will prove to be useful 
or detrimental.

VISCOUNT SIMON: The other judge in the Supreme Court who deals with 
*nls Whitby case is fir. Justice Estey. It is at the top of pagt 
396. On the previous page he has already said that, in his 
view, the company had the power to exercise the power as 
rt incidental". Then he says: "In either view, the company. In ; 
executing th® contract, did not exceed its powers as provided 
in its charter. This distinguishes this case from that of the 
Corporation...of. Vjfaitby v. Cferand Trunk Railway Company.*

MR. FXLLMOKK: That is a statement that he makes, but that is
begging the question. He says that "the company, in executing 
the contract, did not exceed its powers"; but that is the 
question; and where did it get the power? Ho one has suggested 
that it got the ponrer from the fact that the word "useful* was 
in clause 4. That Is the sole support for that argument.

11
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VISCOUNT 8IMCK: His view of it is on the previous page, at lino 
20* life aays: "the company .aust be treated as if it had been 
incorporated by statute" and "it would seam that the power 
to execute the oont^aotiB here in question would be necessarily 
incidental to those powers expressed in the Charter".

MR. FILLMOilS: Then he Bays at line 43 on that same page: "It ia 
not suggested th&t at the time the contract with the City waa 
raade, or a»y time thereafter, it has not proved useful to the
company".

LORD CQ125H: If it had not proved useful to the company, you would 
not be here now.

MB. FZLLMOEi: No. It has proved very useful to the company, but 
whether it will be useful to them five years from now or fifty 
years from now we do not know. In fifty years from now you 
might find that the company was the defendant in an action, 
as happened in tha Whitoy ease.

Then I have already referred to the oase of Corporation 
_ ______sited, whioh is reported 
in 1924. X, Ohanoory Division, page 557. In that oase Bfhe

York v. lienry Lootham A Sons. Limited, whioh is reporter 
*H 1924, X, Chancery Division, page 557. In that oase "Tt 
plaintiffs were by statute entrusted with the control and 
management of part of the navigations of the Hivers Ouse and 
Foss, in Yorkshire, with power to charge such tolls, within 
limits, ag the Corporation deemed necessary to carry on the 
two navigations in whioh the public had an interost. In 1888 
the Corporation entered into two agreements with the firm 
of Henry Leethan & Sons* By the Ouae agreement the Corporation 
covenanted to allow the firm, their successors and. assigns, 
the right to oarry cargoes on the Ouse in consideration of 
the annual payment of £600 in place of the authorised dues 
and charges, with a proviso that there should each year be 
refunded to the firm, their successors and assigns, the 
difference between the £600 and the amount ordinarily charged 
on the traffic actually carried"; and the Foes agreement was 
to the same effect.

Mr. Justice Russell first camaente on setae of the evidence 
that was given as to th« tolls charged ssui amounts collected. 
He then says at page 568j 11 This evidence must be considered with 
this Qualification - that it by no means follows that the 
traffic of the defendants whioh was carried on the two rivers 
during the operation of the agreements would have been forth** 
coming to the sane extent or at all if the agreements had not 
been entered into. But in my opinion the evidence is immaterial. 
The question of ul,yra yjlres is not to be deoided by the 
pecuniary result 61 the "'bargain which was struck. If the 
bargain was at its date within the powers of the Corporation the 
fact that it turned out a bad bargain from their point of 
view would not convert it into an ultra vires transaction. 
Conversely if it <;as at its date beyond the powers of the 
Corporation the Tact that it proved & profitable one for the 
Corporation mruld not render it intra yires.

As X have already indicated, the plaintiffs are invested 
with statutory po^'ei's of oh rging such tolls, within limits, as 
they may deem necessary for the purposes of carrying on these 
two undertakings in whioh the public are interested. The 
effect of thuse tw> agreements is that they bind themselves 
for a period, the duration of which depends upon the volition 
of the defendants, not to exercise those po ere as against 
theui. Ho matter what emergency may arise during the our ency 
of the agreements the Corporation have deprived themselves of 
the power to charge the defendants such increased tolls as raigfet
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JL
enable them to oope with the emergency. They have fox so long 
a time as the defendants desire to that extent wiped out ox 
fettexed their statutory power. If that be, as I think it is, 
the effect of these agreements, they are, in my opinion, 
agreements which are ultra vires the Corporation? That ia 
the principle laid down by the learned judge.

LORD AS^UITH: You agreed with me, I think, that this decision 
had been criticised?

MR. FILLMORE: Yes.

LORD AS<4UITH: Can you remind me what the criticism was or whether 
it affected the passage which you have just read outT

i*R. yILL MORE; The principle was not criticised. It was oritioieed 
on the facts, because I think it was Lord Sumner who suggested  

LORD AsquiTH: In the Birkdale oaseT

MR. FILLMGHi;: In the Birkdale case, in 1926 Appeal Cases.

MR. OARSCH: It is dealt with by Lord Bixkenhead at page 366 and 
by Lord Bunner at page 374-

MR. FILLMGRS: Lord Birlcenhead said at page 366: "In none of 
the authorities cited in the Court of Appeal, ox, indeed, 
before Mr.Justice Astbury, was the principle I have mentioned 
questioned. The problem was throughout, on the facts proved, 
to bring the case within the principle? That is the problem; 
whether on the facts the case comas within the principle. 
 The York case was somewhat severely oritioised in the Court 
of Appeal. The facts of it axe peculiar, and, having regard 
to this peculiarity and to the acute criticism of Lord Justice 
Sargant (which I adopt), I regard that case as distinguishable?

Than at page 368, Lord Surcner says: "Are they, then, 
void at ooruion lav? as being ultra Tires the appellants, a 
trading company, incorporated to exercise statutory powers 
Tested in them in the public interest under the authority of 
the legislature? This is a doctrine, which it may be unwise 
to circumscribe within the limits of an inelastic definition. 
We have, however, a long series of decisions, extending over 
nearly a century, and at any rate illustrating the oases to 
which the rule has been understood to extend. With the 
exception of York Corporation v. Henry Leathern & Sons no case 
has been cited, in which a contract by a trading oompany to 
compound with a customer without limit of time for the price 
to be paid fox services rendered to him, has been declared to 
fe° ultra vires, and we were told that the diligence of counsel 
had failed to find any other oase. Certainly I have been able 
to go no further".

LORD CQHEH; He deals with it again at page 374*

MR. FILLMOHK; He says: "In York Corporation v. Henry Leetham & Sons" 
and he reviews the fact and at the end he states: "Ho distinction 
appears, from the judgment of Mr.Justice Russell, to have been 
drawn in argument between these two undertakings, out it it 
possible that the agreement in dispute, by which the undertakeri 
compounded the xates with a particular customer, might be 
regarded as a direct breach of the mandatory charging clause 
of the Ouse Act of 1732, and consequently ultra vires. The same

itie "view could not arise on the FOBS Act. The ratio deoidendi of 
the Judgment, however, proceeds entirely on the analogy of the 
Ayr Harbour case". That was & case to the effect that a company
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cannot agree to use any of its lands for other than the 
statutory purposes. ,

Then on page 373 he says; "If. again, the agreement is 
*° ^ ultra vires at all, it must be ultra vires all through. 
In oases like the Ayr Harbour case the land acquired under 
statutory powers was fettered in the undertakers 1 hand* 
from the time the agreement was made. In the present oase 
the company's activities have not yet been and may never 
be impaired by the agreement at all. So fa* it may have been 
and probably has been safe and beneficial. How, then, can 
it have been ultra vires hitherto?*

It seems to me that that is an obiter dictum which is 
probably not sound in principle, because you oannot judge whether 
an agreement was ultra vires or intra vires by the result, by 
looking back and seeing 'whether the company has mad© money or 
lost money as a result of the agreement*

VISCOUNT BIMQHJ The reference in Lord Birkenhead's judgment to the 
acute criticism of Lord Justice Sargant of the Tork judgaent 
is to be found in 1925 Chancery. Lord Justice Sargant's 
judgment begins at page 821. At page 824 he insists that a 
risk which is run by a coneem carried on for the purpose of 
profit is one tMng, and he says: "In my Judgment, it would 
be an extraordinary exten**ic^ of this dootrine of ultra vires 
or repugnancy to say that in such a case as this a commercial 
undertaking was deprived of its ordinary discretion as to fixing 
the prloe at which the services rendered or the commodities 
supplied should be rendered or supplied*. We had better just 
look at it, I think.

MR. FILLMOREJ Yes, my Lord. ;.

VISOQUHT SIMQH; At the bottom of page &?1 the learned Lord Justice 
referred to the judgment of Mr. Just ice Russell in the York; case 
and said: "But there la here no question at all of dealing 
with or restricting the user of any particular property. W* 
have only to deal with an agreement regulating the price to 
be charged for certain services to be rendered or commodities 
to be supplied. I cannot see any analogy between those oases 
and the present oase, unless you extract from the statutory 
constitution of the defendant company some obligation on them 
to apply specifically towards the upkeep of their undertaking the 
receipts that they arc to get from the supply of electrical 
energy or some definite portion of thoaw receipts".

ME. m.UiOHE: He insists that it is really a coranercial matter. Is 
it an ordinary business transaction which the management of the 
company \5ould have a right to enter into, or does it cross 
the line and become something unusual and something not 
authorised? In our case there is an element of the user of land, 
because they covenant that they will maintain the workshops in 
a particular locality, which means that they will not use their 
land in any other place for this purpose.

LORD ASQU1TH: The purpose for which they are going to use their land 
is not contrary to the objects of the Act or statute of 
incorporation?

MR. FILLMQH32: !That is correct.

LORD ASQUITH: That is the distinction bet\veen this case and the
Ayr oase. In the Are oase they undertook to use their land in a 
manner which violated the purposes for which they were empowered.
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MR. FILLMOHE: My  utmift ion is that there is this analogy: that 
here the Canadian Pacific Bail way covenants that they will use 
their land in the City of Winnipeg for certain purposes and 
they will not use their land in any other part of the province 
for those purposes. There is a certain amount of analogy 
in that.

LORD OAKoEY: Surely *ne has to look at the matter reasonably. It 
applies to their principal workshops. They oould put up 
workshops anywhere else on their line. Is it not rather akin to 
the oases inhere companies have agreed to a towing path being 
used for other purposes than their own, which were not 
inconsistent with their own use?

MR, FILLMUWt;: I would submit that "principal workshops" means 
that they must be established in good faith, with a large 
company like the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, where their 
shops axe erected at a laxg«) centre, from which branch lines 
radiate, they oould not whittle away or minimise the covenant 
by any measure of evasion, m have to assume that the principal 
workshops are works of some magnitude, which the company 
in good faith would not whittle down.

I would like to call your Lordships 1 attention to what 
was said by the Master of the Bolls, Sir Ernest Pollock, in 

35, 1, Chancery Division. *n the Court of Appeal, in 
?uthort CtorPQgatipn v. Birkda^Le A>J strict Ilsotric Supifty

At page 812 he says: "If those bodies are charged 
[th duties and are given powers for the purpose of carrying 

out those duties they must fulfil their duties and cannot 
fetter themselves in the exercise of, or discharge themselves 
from, those powers with which they have been so entrusted. 
I agree also with what was said by Mr. Justice Russell in the 
yprk case that, when you examine the bargain or the contract 
which is in issue, you must look at the date at whicli.it was 
madef He quotes the passage from the judgment of Mr. Justice 

which I have already read.

Then on page 813 Sir Sraeet P«Uo0k says? "After very 
carefully oonaiderin ; the terms of the clause I cannot find 
that the clause is one which imposes a fetter. It seems to me 
one characterised by business prudence and one into which the 
defendant company might well, in the exercise of their discretion, 
have come to the conclusion that they might enter".

.',,, That is the test: IB the agreement one which it is apparent 
from the cir cum stances, as we know them, that the directors 
might enter into, or does it appear on the face of it that it 
is sane thing that raigfrt eventually and possibly embarrass the 
company and be incompatible with the right and obligation of 
the company to efficiently manage the railway?

. ' . '   ' ' ' ' i

There is one other case that I would like to cite on the 
point, which is also referred to by Mr* Justice Ustey, namely, 
re Heywood's Conveyance, reported in 193$, 2 » All England Law 
Reports, page 330. The headnote says: "In 1876, a railway 
company acquired by compulsory purchase a plot of land for the 
purpose of their undertaking. The company entered into a 
covenant with the vendor, his heirs and assigns that 'no engine 
works or sheds locomotive works or sheds fitting-sheds or any 
buildings for the purpose of manufacture or business other than 
goods or passenger stations or signal-boxes or sidings in 
connection with the railway or stations shall be erected ox any 
lands belonging to or to be acquired (by the company) from 
J.P, H. his heirs or assigns without the consent of the said 
J.P.H. his heirs and assigns*. The company desired to sell the
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plot of land to persons who wished to erect a public-bouse 
thereon. In 1920, and in 1924, the Liverpool Corporation 
acquired the adjacent land formerly owned, by J.P.H., and claimed 
to be able to enforce the covenant and prevent the erection 
of the public-house. Held, (l) the covenant, even if originally 
valid, was not a covenant which ran with the land so as to 
enure for the benefit of the purchasers, because there was no 
sufficient description of the land to be benefited. {£} there was 
no enforceable covenant in any event, because the covenant 
originally entered into was void under the rule in Ayr Harbour 
trustee a v. Qswal d, H .

In the course of his judgment, at page 232 Mr.Justice 
Simonds says: "It is said, in the second place, that there is no 
enforceable covenant in any event, because the covenant originally 
entered into was void and of no effect, under the doctrine of
the well-known case of Ayr tfarbour Trustees v. Os^Tald. In my 
vi«wt both those contentions are well-founded.

"The Cheshire Lines Committee is a corporation which, under 
an Act of 1874* w&s empowered by Section 4 to enter on, take 
and use certain lands, 'described in the deposited plans and 
books of reference as they require for purposes of marks 
authorised by this Act or other purposes of the undertaking 
belonging to or under the management of the committee*. Under 
Section 6 of the sane Act, subject to the provisions of the Act, 
the committee were authorised to make and maintain certain 
works which are there more specifically described.

"The land the subject of the present application wae land 
which was included in the lands described in the deposited 
plans and books of reference. Accordingly, it was land in 
regard to which the plaintiffs were by the legislature given 
certain statutory powers. Those powers they could not sell, 
to use the woxda of Lord Sumner in the later case of 
Birkdale District ao.ectrie Supply Ocaapany* Limited y. Sputhport 

^b^cau8® ^ * WBS part of* theis  sta^TOtory S)irlSiright,
of which they could not rid themselves, to enter upon and use 
these works for all the purposes WHAC;. the legislature haft 
prescribed, and the Act contained no provision specifically 
protecting the owners of the lands in question in any way. 
Although the Act contained no euoh provision, ho '-ever, the 
parties, by a bargain entered into by the conveyance of 
February 3, 1876, to which I have referred, purported to bind 
themselves in this way". I have already read that from the 
headnote. Then a little later he reads another part from the 
deed, about "no engine works <£or sheds, locomotive works" and 
so on H shall be erected", and that I have read in the headnote. 
He then says: "If one can imagine those words of restriction 
inserted into the Act, it would clearly amount to a substantial 
restriction of the statutory purposes for which the legislature 
was authorising the acquisition of these lands'*. I presuae 
that the company had other lands or could have bought other 
lands. "That is something which clearly cannot be done, in view 
of the case to which I have referred, Ayr Harbour Trustees v. 
Oswald, a case too often cited for it to be necessary for me 
to refer to it. I need refer only to the words of Lord 
Blackburn, at page 634: 'I thinic that where the legislature 
eonfe* powers on any body to take lands compulsory for a 
particular purpose, it is on the ground that the using of that 
land for that purpose will be for the public good. Whether that 
body be one which is seeking to make a profit for shareholders, 
or, as in the present case, a body of trustees acting solely 
for the public good, I think in either case the powers conferred 
on the body empowered to take the land compulsorily are intrusted 
to them, and their successors, to be used for the furtherance 
of that object which the legislature has thought sufficiently
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for the public good to justify it in intrusting them with suoh
powers; and, consequently, that a oontract purporting to
bind then and their successors not to use those powers is void 1 .

"The contract which I have read is just euch a contract. 
It is a contract not to use the land for certain purposes, which 
the legislature has authorised. Accordingly, it is a contract 
which is void, whence it follows that it ie a covenant which 
is not enforceable by the corporation against the Cheshire 
Lines Gcrataittee. «

It seems to me that that has some application here, because 
the railway company have covenanted that they will forever use 
lands in the City of Winnipeg for certain purposes, which 
involves a covenant that they will not use any lands that they 
own or may acquire outside the Oity of Winnipeg for such 
purposes. By necessary implication it means that they will 
always keep Winnipeg either on the main or branch line of the 
railway.

My Lords, let me put it in this way: in 1681 could the 
railway company have made a bargain with a Oity in every 
province in Canada to the 8*vae effect; or, to go a step further, 
could they have agreed vlth certain to^ais in Manitoba that 
they would always keep thosct towns on a branch line; in other 
words, could they make an agreement which would involve them 
agreeing that they would always maintain a branch line at 
certain points or could they make an agreement that they 
would not build a branch line near those towns?

That is stated in the case in the Supreme Court of Canada, 

Montreal Park and Island Railway Oocn^anv v. The Chateaiiffuav and

Horthem Railway OOfflPaaqy. which is reported in 35 Supreme Qourfc 

Reports, page 48.

VISOUUT SIMQH: Thero is at page J96, in the course cf the judgment 

of Mr.Justice Estey, a quotation which I expect that you want*
• . ) • ' ' •• • •

w The courts ought not to enforce and will not enforce an 

agreement by which a chartered company undertakes to bind 

itself not to use or carry out its chartered powers."

MR. FILLMORE: Yes.
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The point ia made at page 57 of the supreme Court 
Beport, where Mr. Justice Davies says: M I aia of the opinion 
that the courts ought not to enforce and will not enforce an 
agreement "by which a chartered company undertakes to bind itself 
not to use or carry out its chartered powers. I do not think 
such an agreement ought to be enforced because it is against 
public policy. If enforceable it practically amounts to an 
amendment and limitation of the chartered powers granted, to 
the company by Parliament. Who can tell whether Parliament 
would have granted the limited powers only had they been asked 
or would have agreed to pass an amending Act limiting these 
powers or the areas within which they were exereialble as 
the agreement contemplated? Of course if it is lawful for a 
company possessing special statutory powers to bind themselves 
for a consideration not to exercise them in part they can do 80 
in whole. The courts have no right to speculate whether 
Parliament would or would not have granted these chartered 
powers to the defendant company over the limited area. Parliament 
alone can enact the limitation, and neither courts of justice 
nor companies eon substitute themselves for Parliament. If the 
principle is once conceded that chartered companies which have 
obtained powers from Parliament, presumably for the public 
good, can by contract with a rival company, or with others, 
limit themselves and their successors not to use those >>Gwers 
in whole or in part, the most serious consequences might result 
and tii© chief object of Parliament in chartering companies 
authorised to construct railways in certain sections of country 
or to promote legitimate rivalry and competition in such 
construction, might be defeated." He then refers to the case of 
Ayr Harbour Trustee® v.Oswald and other cases.

I submit that that reasoning is applicable here: that 
parliament did not give the railway company power to enter 
into such a covenant, and the question immediately arises, if that 
covenant was valid, what is the limit; how far could they have 
gone in crystallising the line of the railway in l88lj could 
they forever have bound the company to keep its principal 
workshops in Manitoba ia a certain plaoe and in other provinces 
in a certain place; could they have gone further and said: 
We will agree with towns that we rill always keep a branch line 
of the railway through their towns; we will not build a branch 
line through a town ten miles awayt . I submit that on the 
face of it the covenant is bad in principle and that it amounts 
to a negation, to that extezit, of the statutory powers conferred 
on the railway.

I want to comment briefly on aoae remarks made by Mr, 
Justice Adamson in the Court of Appeal for Manitoba, at page 
232, line 34. He says: "In the first place, it cannot be 
assumed that there will be such changes that the railroad 
cannot be efficiently and effectively operated with*** its main 
line and shops in their present locations" .  

It seens to me that the onus is the other way around; 
that when a company covenants to maintain something forever, 
the onus would be, not only to show that it had the statutory 
powers, but to shovr clearly that it could not possibly, n& 
matter what happened, be incompatible with the statutory powers 
of the company.

llr. Justice Mamaon then sayss "The second answer is 
that the company agreed to do something which under its charter 
it was required to do, not something * incompatible with the 
due exercise* of its powers."

I think that that is a misconception,certainly . It

-t £> ' ' ' - JLO • . ,



was required to erect workshops, but it was not required to 
covenant that it would forever maintain the same in any 
particular place.

M Tue important thing is that the company did what it 
was required to do" .

LORD OOHSHJ That is the same point.

MR. FIl,LMOJ't5Si ' That is the same observation again.

Then I come to what 7?as Bald by MX. Justice Sstey at 
pa^e 39^ &nd 397 « He says: "The company *s powers do not 
require the construction of its said principal workshops 
in any particular place in the Province of I anltoba. " That 
ia quit© right. "They night, therefore, have been placed toy 
the company at any point that it c.i^ht have selected.*1 we do 
not quarrel with that. "What is significant ia that its placing 
of them in the city lias never been regarded as inconsistent 
or incompatible with its duty to forever maintain and operate 
the railway efficiently. In other words, the complaint is not 
that the company has failed or contracted not to exercise its 
power, but only that it has contracted not to exercise that 
power elsewhere in the Province of Manitoba than the City of 
Winnipeg, That city may always remain the proper place for the 
maintenance of these principal workshops. Therefore, the 
language of the contract does not disclose any inoonsistenoy or 
incompatibility with the company's duty." You get the same 
point again.

Are we going to assume that things will be the saiae 
yesterday, today and forever; or are we going to assume that 
there will be changes in the future as there have been in the past

VISGOUMT aiHGS: If one is at liberty to speculate about the future, 
one might assume v/hat sounds quite absurd. One might imagine 
that in some future age if a railway engine wants to be repaired 
you will always take it by air to aone central point which you 
have sleeted and you will then repair it and then return it by 
air and <lrop4f it on to the railway. All sorts of things can be 
supposed, if one considers the future in a speculative way, can 
they not?

MR. FILLMQHSt That is a point raised by Mr. Justice Estey. He sayej 
"We must assume that nothing will happen to change th© 
situation." He says: This has been a good bargain up to date 
and v/e must assume that it will continue to be 'beneficial to 
the rail ?ay company; that nothing will happen which will 
indicate that the directors used bad judgment.

LORD ASqtJlTHi He says that we cannot assume the contrary, does he 
not?

LOHB TUCKKH: He is using that line of re .soning, as I understand 
it, to indicate that, in his view, this covenant is not one 
which is on its face Incompatible with the rowers of the 
oompeny. That is rather a different point. Thu.t is rather, 
is it not,, that it is not on its face incompatible? . It may 
possibly turn out to be a bad bargain; but you would agree that 
it is not on its face incompatible?

MR, FILLMOjiEs Ves, ray Lord.

IiORD jivSK$JITHi Your objection to it is a different one, is it not, 
namely t that any bargain "forever11 must necessarily be one which
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extends) beyond the purview of any reasonable calculation of
any ordinary man?

KH. PILLMGREj Yes; in other words to put It in another way, the 
directors who were in power in 1881 ?/ere not infallible 
prophets and they oould not forecast and decide with certainty 
what x^as best for the railway company for all time to come, 
because, if they could do that In one olaso of case, they could 
do it in another and thereby stultify th© powers of future 
Boards of Directors.

VISG'OOHT SIMOK: I do not understand that. The thing is really the 
same as if the directors had said: It may be in the future 
that we shall judge the ri(,ht thing to do to be to move 
our principal workshops somewhere else; but, even if that did 
turn out to be the situation 5n the future, we promise you that 
we will keap our workshops in the City of Winnipeg.

HR. FILLMOKSi Yes, my Lord.  ';' 

There is only one other case along this line to which 
would re" er. That la the case of jBaronese . j .i __

D@e Oor.many.f reported in 10 Appeal Cases, psge 354. The 
he; ;,dnote says: "The respondents were constituted a company by 
an Act of George the Second, for the purpose of recovering and 
preserving the navigation of the Kiver Bee. This Act was 
amended by subsequent Aote^but noiitf of thai expressly 
authorised or forbade th® company to borrow, till, the Act 14 
and 15 Victoria, uhapter LX XXVII, raiicli, by section 24, 
empowered the coictpjuiiy to borrow at interest for the ourposea of 
their Acts upon bond or mortgage of the lands recovered arid 
inclosed by them, or partly upon bond and partly upon such 
rnor t^ats©, & sum not exceeding i&5 t W)<J t and also a further sura, 
not exceeding 4^5.000, upon mortgage of their tolls, rates and 
duties: Held, affirming the decision of the Court of Appeal, 
that whether the earlier Acts gave an implied power to borrow 
or not, the company waa prohibited by the 14 and 1§ Victoria, 
Chapter L XXVII, from borrowing except in accordance with the 
provisions of that Act."

I only want to call attention to two observations In the 
judgment. The first is in the judgment of Lord Blackburn, at 
page 360. He says: "It is not necessary to decide anything as 
to the effect of Aahburv Oomrany v. Blohe.. The course the 
argument took makes me think it proper to say - though it is 
quit® true, as Mr. Rlgby said, that it was not necessary for the 
decision in Jighbury. . ..Qojnp-.-.ny v. .Hlohe to do more than decide what 
the law was with regard to a company formed under the Companies 
Act of 1862 - that I think the law there laid down applies to 
all companies created by any statute for a particular purpose,"

I want then an observation of Lord Watson, at page 
He says! H But I cannot assent to the doctrine which waa contended 
for by Mr. Rigby. Whenever a corporation is created by Act 
of Parliament, with reference to the purposes of the Act. and 
solely with a view to carrying these purposes into execution, 
I arn of opinion not only that the objects -which the corporation 
may legitimately pursue must be ascertained from the Act 
Itself, but that th© nowers which the corpor tion may lawfully 
use in furtherance of these objects must either be expressly 
conferred or derived by reasonable implication from its 
provisions."

1 submit that this waa in ©ffact a special Act which 
incorporated the Canc.dian Pacific Railway Company, and the,t It 
waa incorporated fo* a partierula* purpose* namely, tha^ it might
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carry out the contract which was confirmed by statute.

There Is only one other olnt on which I wish to
make airy submission, and that is in reply to the suggestion 
that there might "be estoppel or ratification. I subidt that 
the law ia olet.r that, if an agreement Is ultra vires: r it is 
a nullity; it cannot be ri&cle into ;  good ayreenwnt; it cannot 
be made iff'tra, ^irees by the conduct of the parties.

VISCOUNT niMON: I think that we were told by i'r. Carson In an 
intervention that the respondents were not proposing to rely 
on this argument.

MR, CARSON: Tiiat IB so, my Lord, and did not rely on it in 
the Supreme Oourt.

MR. FILLroKE: Then I need not cite uny authority for that 
proposition.

Then I submit in conclusion that paragraph 4 does not 
expressly or by necessary implication empower the railway 
company to enter into the agreement which it puroorted to 
enter into and alleges thfet it entered into with the City of 
Winnipeg in 1881.

VISCOUNT SIMON» We are to hear you on the other point, are we, 
Mr. Bond?

MH. BOND: Yea, my Lord. I have very little to aay on this Question 
of the business tax. As your Lordships know, it was v$ry 
exhaustively art^ued before you by my friends Mr. Leslie and 
Lord Hailshara, representing Saskatchewan and Manitoba, in the 
previous case. I have nothing to add in the way of arguments, 
I will merely, r/ith your Lordships* approval, adopt their argument 
to ny case and rely upon it,

I -/ould, however, like to direct your Lordships' 
attention to the dif: erences in the legislation between the 
Saskatchewan Act, the City Act, and the Git> of V/innipeg's 
charter.

The s actions of the Winnipeg Charter dealing with th© 
business tax are to be found at pages 85 to 91 of the Appendix. 
Bom© of then? I would like to read; others I do not think it will 
be necessary to read.

LOHD TUOKKHl This is a Manitoba Statute, is it not, consolidating 
and revising the Winnipeg Charter?

MR. BOHD: Yes. Section 290 of the statute define* "business" as 
including "a trade, occupation, sailing, manufactory, art or 
profession."

Section 291 is the important section dealing with 
business tax. It provides: "(1) Excepting as otherv7lse herein 
after provided ^very person carrying on any business in the 
city vriiethesr he -resides therein or not shall be assessed for 
a sum equal to tae annual rental value of tne premises which 
he occupies in currying on, or uses for tae purpose of, such 
business, or uses in any vay excepting solely for residential 
purposes* Juoh assessment snail be kn;wn as "business assessment* 
and the tax levlnd ;n this assessment shall be known as 
 business tax 1 ". - /

That is similar to section 441 and section 443 of the 
City Act of Baokatchewan, defining the yardstick. °ur yardstick



is different from theire, aa your Lordships will recall. Theirs 
was baaed on area, whereas ours is based on the rental value of 
the premises used for the business carried on.

Then section 2$2 provides; "(1) 'Annual rental value for 
the purposes of this Act, shall be cleeined to include the oost 
of providing hftat and other services necessary for comfortable 
use or occupancy, whether the same be provided by the occupant 
or omer." -

I cannot find any comparable section to that in the 
City Act. I read it merely to draw attention to the fact that 
this would b© foreign to a property Act, if the business tax 
tras to be a property tax.

Then in subsection 2 it is provided: "In assessing annual
rental value, the assessment commissioner shall take all 
factors into account so that as far as possible premises similar 
in sin:e, suitability, advantage of location, and the like, shall 
be equally assessed. The intent and purpose of this section 
is that all persons subject to "business tax shall be assessed 
at a fair renttJ, value of the promises occupied or used, based 
in general upon rents being actually paid for similar premises.*

Section 293 » subsection 1, deals with a special mode 
of assessing filling stations. It says: "The business assessment 
in respect of gasoline filling stations may be against either 
the occupant thereof or the oerson the sale of whose products 
is the principal 'business carried on by th© occupant."

I suggest to your Lordships that thtt indicates that 
it was a tax for the carrying on of the business and not 
an occupancy Inisineas tax or a property tax.

Then section 295 provides by subsection 1: "No business
assessment or business tax shall be made or levied in respect of 
any of the businesses herein enumerated in any year during which 
or any part of which such business is licensed by the city" 
and so on. Those are the exemptions to the general business tax,

Section 295* subsection 2, is inserted in the Appendix, 
but it has been repealed. It reads: "No business assessment 
or business tax ah.JLl be made or levied in respect of a railway 
company, or a tiaket agent, ticket seller, telegraph agent, 
or railway agent, employed by a railway company exclusively for 
the business of such cor.osny, if such eospctny is liable to pay 
taxes under *The Hallway Taxation ^wt 1 or if the property of 
suoh company is exempt under any by-law of the city."

!?hat was repealed in 1948, and the repealing statute 
is to be found at page 9&   It is a series of amendments to the 
Winnipeg Charter. It is 12 George VI (1948), Chapter 92. 
The section relating to that subsection is to.be found at page 
98. It is section 6 of the repealing statute: "Subsection 12} 
of section 295 of the Act is repealed."; but section 9 is a 
saving olojuse in QQ fur as the Canadian Pacific Railway is 
concerned. Section 9 reads: "nothing in this Aot M   that ia # 
the Act repealing subsection 2   "shall (a) injure, affect, 
prejudice/ or cause the forfeiture or impairment of, the 
benefit, right, exemption, or privilege, if any, of the 
Canadian Pacific Hailuay Company under (i) by-laws numbered 
respectively 148 and 195 or any other by-la?,- of th© 01 ty of 
Winnipeg; or (ii) a contract or contracts, if any, entered into 
between the City of Winnipeg and the Canadian Pacific Railway 
Company 3 or (b) be or be considered to be, a repeal of any 
of the provisions of chapter 64 of the Statutes of Manitoba, 

and 47 Victoria," 46 and 47 Victoria, as your I»ord0hips



recall, was a statute which validated by-law 148; so that, 
in ao fax as overy other railway in Winnipeg Is concerned, 
section 29!>» subsection 2, is repealed, but not so far as the 
Canadian Pacific Haiwaly is concerned. I do not think th&t I 
need read any further in that section.

Then on page 87, w» have aectlon 296, which provides* 
"No person shall be exempt from assessment for business tax 
in reapeot of any premises on the ground that he is the owner 
of the premieen and liable to taxation as such."

Something hag b<^en made of the phrase "in respect of 
any premises'1 . I surest that it IB merely a convenient way of 
e;>cpres;iin{:<; it. If that were left out, the section would read 
awkwardly. It is merely a convenient way of expressing the 
assessment.

Then we cone to the business tax rates. Section 297, 
subsection 1, provides: "For the purpose of levying the business 
tux hereinbefore referred to, the assessment commissioner shall 
classify in ac ; ordance with the olcj^sifioations hereinafter 
set forth, the busines of eaoh person carrying on business in 
any premises in the city, according to the principal business 
oari'ifod on by him therein, end every such person shall in each 
year pay to the city a business tax based on the assessed annual 
rental value of the premises oceuDied or used by him for the 
purposes of such business and e-t such rate per centum of said 
value as is applicable to the class in which such business falls, 
as shown on the business assessment roll, the rates within 
euoh clows varying according to the assessment where hereinafter 
indicated. The said classes and the respective rates applicable 
thereto shall b« as follows", and thc^n there are a number of 
classifications, finally coming down to classlfioation (It), 
"Proprietor or conductor of express freight or passenger 
transportation service not otherwise exempt (by rail, motor 
vehicle, aeropl-uie or other conveyance, not including taadeabe).*

In 1948 that clause (L) was amended by striking out 
the words "not otherwise exempt"; so that those words are not 
now In the city Act. (

The next emotion, section 299, merely deals with the 
adjusting of business tax when the premises are occupied for 
part of the yf-ar.

section 299A Is the converse of that. Section 299A 
Is similar to section 483 of the Saskatchewan City Act.

Section 300, subsection 2, says: "Provided that where 
owing to the nature of the occunancy or other cause, it ls v in 
the opinion of the assessment commission r, impossible to 
determine the annual rental value of any premises occupied for 
business purposes, or where the annual rental value does not, 
in the opinion of such officer, «xc«»ed one hundred dollars, 
It shall not be nocessary to assess or levy any business tax 
in inspect of such premises."; that Is, inhere the assessment 
commissioner cannot apply the yardstick, he cannot assess for > 
business tax.

Then section 3^6, subsection 1 8 provides that, whrre 
the assessment is increased in any year, he nrust notify the 
party asgesaed eo tho.t they may have the right to appeal*

Bectlon 312 deals with the right to appeal to the 
board of revision.



Section 345 differentiates between the "business tax 
roll ancl the land tax roll, the real property tax. It says: 
"The business tax roll shall in all respects be a separate roll 
from the general tax roll" .

Then we come to the collection. Section 348 provides: 
"When each of the said tax rolls is completed it shall be 
given to and remain in the hands of the tax collector for 
collect ion", which indicates that these are two separate kinds 
of taxes.

Beotion 351, subsection^., is not important and I will 
not read it; but I would like to note that it corresponds 
to section 511 of the Saskatchewan City Act.

Section 359, subsection 1, provides: "The taxes accrued 
on any land shall be a special lien >n such land, having 
preference over any claim, lien, privilege or enoumbranoe of 
any party except the Grown, and shall not require registration 
to preserve lt. M That corresponds to section 512 of the 
City Act.

Section 360, subsection 1, provides: "The city shall 
have a first lien or charge upon till tne personal roperty 
of ©very person liable to the city for business tax, and the 
city may levy such tax with costs by distress and Bale of the 
goods and chattels or the interest therein of the person who 
ought to pay the same wherever the same may be found within 
th© city." That refers to business tax only, and is also for 
the purpose of assisting the tax collector collecting the 
taxes.

Beotion 364 provides: "Tax, whether business or general" 
  they do not distinguish   "together with penalties for 
default in payment as provided for ;>y this Act, may be recovered 
with costs in any court of competent jurisdiction in the province 
as a debt due to the city from any person by whom the same 
are payable, or in whose name the aame are assessed, in . hich 
case the production of a copy of so raucii of the collector's 
roll as relates to the taxes payable by such person, purporting 
to be certified by the collector as a true copy, shall be 
sufficient evidence of debt."

Section 365, which apparently gave the trial judge some 
diffloulty and to wuioh I will refer later when I read the 
judgments of the Oourt of Appeal, provides: "Any taxes may be 
recovered and may be levied on any real or personal property, 
excepting tlxer<from that mentioned in subsections (a), vb), (d) 
and (h) of section 29 of 'The Executions Aot'% which are not 
relevant here.

That, I submit, should be read along with sections 
359 and 360, of course; but I will deal with that later on 
in the judgments,

Section 369 provides: "In $ case a person neglects to 
pay his general taxes for thirty days or his business tax 
forthwith, after the nailing to such person or his agent of 
the notice required by tuis Act. the oity shall have the right 
to levy the same with costs /y distress and sale of the goods 
and chattels or the interest therein of the person who ought 
to pay the same; subject, however, to the exemption mentioned 
in section 365".

Then subsection (3) of that section is, I consider, 
a very important provision and 1 call special attention to it.



It is: "The business tax shall not be a charge upon the 
land or building occupied, but such tax is levied in li u : 
of a tax upon po sonal property."

71SOOUNT SIMON: You oall it a very important provision; but does 
it make any difference as to the nature of the tax that it 
is declared not to be charged upon the land or property! It 
is a security for collecting it, i» it not?

MIL BOND: Hy submission is that it shows that it is not a tax 
on property. It is not a property taxt because there is no 
charge against property.

VISCOUNT SIMON: It is levied in lieu of a tax upon personal 
property!.

MR. BOMD: Yes. In 1892, when the business tax was first brought 
into Winnipeg, the personal property tax which had been in 
effect was abolished. That has been the case, I think, in 
every oase where the business tax has been brought in; 
personal tax has been abolished. The business tax was then 
imposed and I submit that the reason for subsection 3 of 
section 3&9 waa *° wake it aa clear as possible that it was not 
a tax upon property. That is the only reason that I can see for 
it. That section does not appear in the Saskatchewan Act.

Those, my Lords, are the pertinent sections of the 
City's Charter dealing with business tax.

VISCOUNT SIMON: Just to make your scheme quite plain to me, there 
is a tax which you oall conveniently a business tax. How is 
that tax measured?

MR, BOHD: The yardstick used is the assessed rental value of the 
property. The assessor assesses the rental value of the 
property.

nsoWHT SZMONs That is section 292, subsection^, is it?

MR. BOND: Wo, ray Lord; seotion 297, subsection 1, at page 87 
of the Appendix.

LORD TUCKBH: It is also seotion 291, subsection 1.

MR. BOND: Section 291, subsection 1, sets i>t out and seotion 297 
also sets it out. section 291 flays: "Except as otherwise 
hereinafter provided every person carrying on any business in 
the city whether he resides therein ox not shall be assessed 
for a sum equal to the annual rental value of the premises 
which he occupies in carrying on, or uses for the purpose of 
such business, or uses in any way excepting solely for 
residential purposes." That is the city's yardstick. Your 
lordships 7vill recall that in the Saskatchewan c.tse the 
yardstick was the area of the property which was used in carrying 
on the businesses. That is the on© place where we differ 
from the Saskatchewan oase, but my submission is that the 
yardstick makes no difference; it is merely a manner of computing 
the tax. We might have adopted the same as Saskatchewan did} 
but apparently when this tax ivas imposed the city fathers thought 
that a better method was to adopt the rental value basis.

VIS00UHT 3IMQNJ Apply it for me to the Canadian Pacific Railway 
Company. Supposing that in Winnipeg the Canadian Pacific 
Railway has an office, is it assessed on the annual rental 
value of the office2

MR. BOW); Yes.



VISCOUNT BIMQNiThat is what you oall the yardstick!

MR, BOND: That is the yardstick. Then there is an arbitrary
percentage applied to that. The percentages vary in different 
kinds of business. The percentage for the railway company 
would be twelve and a half percent, as shown by the second 
schedule of section 297, on page 87. It would be twelve and 
a half percent of the annual rental value of their office. 
In the Seisfcatohawan case they took the area and placed a 
rate against it   not to exceed eight dollars per square 
foot, I think.

LORD A8QU1TH: In the Saskatchewan case one of the questions that 
was submitted to the court was in three parts, (a) was in 
respect of the area or floor apace; (b) the rental value and 
(o) was* something else.

MR. BOHBj Yes. There were three yardsticks referred to.

VISCOUNT SIMON: This falls within (b)?

MB. BOBD: Yes.

LOKD AB<4UITH: In Saskatchewan only the first was involved.

MR. BOHD; Yes. Saskatchewan was (a), area; and this falls within 
(b), rental value.

Perhaps I might now pass on to the judgments,

LOHP TUCKBB: In order to get a picture of the case as compared 
with the other, isre ought to contrast the language of the 
exempting by-law with clause l6 in the Saskatchewan case. We 
have the by-law in this oase at page 293- ^^e words are 

1 different from clauae 16 in the Saskatchewan oase. This by-law 
ia confined to property owned by the railway?

MR, BOffi): Yes. The provision is: "JJpon the fulfilment by the
said company of the conditions end stipulations herein-mentioned, 
by the said Canadian Pacific Hallway Company all property"   
it is confined to property   "now owned, or that hereafter 
may be owned by theia within the limits of the City of Winnipeg 
for Railway purposes, or in connection tiierewith shall be 
forever free and exempt from all municipal taxes, rates, 

; and levies, and assessments of every kind,"

In the Saskatchewan oase the clause read: "The Canadian 
Pacific Hallway, and all stations and station grounds, woriumops 
buildings, yards and other property, rolling stock ana. 
appurtenances required and used for the construction and 
working thereof, and the capital stock of the company, shall be 
foxever free from taxation by the Dominion or by any province 
hereafter to be established, or by any Municipal Corporation 
therein".

It finally boils down in both cares to this? That it 
waa the property that was to be exempt and in the Baskatohewaa 
case in addition there was the capital stock of the company.

LORD OOHBN: I suppose that the addition of the word "owied", which 
appears in the by-law mid did not appear in the Saskatchewan 
case might make a difference if the Canadian Pacific Hailway 
took some property under licence and not under either lease 
or omiership; but there is no suggestion in this oas© that there 
is anything in question but property owned by the Canadian 
Pacific Hailwayt

Of" '
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MR. BQJID: That is so.

LORD AOCIUITH: I rather gather that you rely on certain differences 
between the ^askatohewan Aot and Manitoba Act as favouring 
your air^ument . v/hioh ia the best distinction for your purpose*

HR. BOHDs The only real difference between the two Acts is this 
charging section.

LORD ASCiUIIHa Section 369, subsection 3, ia the only difference? 

MB, BUHD: That is the only difference of any importance* 

|*QH2> A8QIJITH: Otherwise it is merely a question of the

MK. BOND: Merely a question of the yardstick and it comes down to 
whether it ia a property tax or whether it is a personal tax,

Your Lordships will find the judgment of Mr. Justice 
Richards in the Court of Appeal of Manitoba at page 198, line J 
He aaysj "The plaintiff claims it is not liable to the business 
tax imposed on persons carrying on business in the city because 
of the exemption provision of by-law No. 148,

"The learned Chief Justice of the King's Bench sets 
forth all the relevant facts and discusoes the leading oases 
in regard to the business tax in paragraphs 228 to 315 of his 
reasons for judgment. Therefore it will not be necessary Ifor 
me to set forth cJLl the relevant sections of the Winnipeg 
Charter, but it is t I think, advisable to rsfer to the following 
sections which orovided for assessing and fixing the amount 
of the tax." Then h© refers to section 291 and 292, which 
I have read, section 3^w » section 3^4. section 3&5 an'a seotion 
369, and at page 200 at line 9 he continues? "The trial Judge 
expressed the opinion that section 365"   that is the section 
which rovides: "Any taxEsrnay be recovered and may be levied * 
on any' real or personal property"   B refers to the business 
tax. The city contends it does not. See <aragratsh0 231 and 
254 of his reasons for judgment. I do not think the correctness 
of either vi^w mates any difference to the decision on this 
phase of the case. .. ; ........ ,

"The city claims the business tax is a tax 4n .pereo/iata and 
not a tax jln. rem and there is, under the sections I have quoted, 
and other sections of the Uharter relating to business tax, 
ao tax or assessment of property of the company.

"The company claitss that under the scheme of this
taxation there is an assessment of its property said f following
the assessment, a tax on its property. .

"1'he trial judge agrees with the company's contention 
and nets out his finding in the following words: '(255)- to 
my opinion the Charter subjects the property of the tax-payer, 
real and personal, to a levy for business tax. This is, thent 
a "ciunioipal levy" on property. But the exemption &greeraent 
provides that the property of the /.lain tiff is to be forever i 
free from all municipal taxes . -  -

 (256). The business tax imposed by the present 
Winnipeg Charter is, therefore, in this respect a tax on 
property, although it also partakes of the nature of a tax _jln 
j3ffrj&gnara in that it may be recovered as a debt: sections 343 
and 35*4"" (paragraph 231 supra) . It is however one tax and I 
take the view that th0 fact that it can be recovered in an 
action does not make it any the less a levy on property. ;
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w '(257)« It seems to rae that besides being a municipal 
levy it is also a immiuipul tax QU property within the meaning 
of the term as used in the exemption agreement, but I,
to base my judgment on the ground that it is a municipal lavy 
on property from \?hich the plainiff is forever exempt. 1

"The basis of his opinion, is his view of the use of 
the word  levied1 in section 365 of the City Charter, gupra. 
Kyi'lently he ascribes to it the meaning 'taxed1 which he 
considers would be a breach of the agreement to 'exempt from 
tases, rates and levies' . Applying the e.luadea fe-ener.is rule, 
the rorfi 'levies' olearly means taxes. The Oxford Dictionary 
gives a definition of the noun 'levy 1 as 'an assessment, duty 
tax etc.' I think, however, the word 'levied* used as it is in 
the tax collection sections, should be ^iven the meaning ascribed 
to the verb 'levy* in the Oxford Dictionary, namely: 'To 
collect a debt; to raise a sum by le^al execution.' The tax 
which has been fixed and imposed JJQ peyaoni-iro, may be levied.

"It will be noted that section ?.92(?) provides the manner 
in which the Assessment Commissioner ahull arrive at the 
annual rental value, and section 297 (l) fixes the tax at
a ra;/e per centum on such value.

"I am unable to find any definition of the words 
'Annual rental value. 1 The Oxford Dictionary gives the following 
meaning of the word ' value1 ! 'The material or monetary worth 
of a thiny. The amount at which it may be estimated in 
terras of some medium of exchange, 1

"There is not to be &ji assessment of property of any 
kind. In the case of an occupant o*" his own premises there is 
not «v«n a rent. The annual rental value wnioh is to be assessed 
is neither real nor personal property. It is merely an tunount 
of money, not actually in existence but estimated by the 
Assessment Commissioner on the basis of rents being aotaiaHypaid 
for similar premises and not on the basis of the value of 
any property,

"Then aa to the business tax being a tax on real or 
personal property. Section 369(3)* which I have quoted, says 
it is not to be a charge upon the land or building occupied. 
Certainly it is not a tax on any particular real or personal 
property .

"In nry opinion lections 360(1), 3*4, 3&5 and 369(1), 
which influenced the judgment of the trial judge, are not fo* 
the purposes of imposing a tax and do not impose a tax, but 
are merely for tlie purpose of collecting the tax by distress or 
sale of personal property, and, possibly, by levying it under 
section 365 on real property. Such provisions do not make the 
tax itself a levy upon property. There must be a further active 
move by the tax collector before there is a levy. It is true that 
payment may be realised out of property but all debts of ©very 
kind whatsoever are payable out of property of some kind and 
that la the only means of paying them.

,M I cite as a test the following hypothetical example 
which illustrates the principle and scheme of the tax and shows 
thar the* result of the" tax is the creation of a debt awing 
by the oocup ait carrying on business in the premises, but is 
not a tax on any property.

"Let us suppose an sxtra-provJmcial corporation rente 
a furniahed office in 'innipeg for the sole purpose of giving 
information as to its business, all correspondence being
handled by the need office of the corporation in another province,
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or by the Winnipeg office on stationery belonging to the
landlord, for r.-hich payment is made after use, and assuming that 
the corporation has no property whatsoever in Winnipeg. la 
such case the tax could only be In p_ers_Qnajro and not jyo. JESSS, 
because there was no property of the tax-payer in Winnipeg. 
I think, that being th« result of the test, the contention 
of the city is correct .

"The relevant oases are fully and adequately discussed 
Ijy the learned trial Judge and, if I raay say «.io t his express ions 
of opinion as to their purport ar© correct. The plaintiff 
company, ho-srever, still contends the lia^l'ax y  
decides that a business tax is a direct tax on rsal property 
and, therefore, conclusive against the appellant. I cannot add 
anything to what h&a bvjen said by the trial judge in this 
case, out I, too, point out that taa statute in the j^Llf . ax ,.Ya , 

case is different from the City Charter and the
real question in that oase v/as whether the tax was direct or 
indirect. Tivsre is no orovision in t-a@ i/innipog Charter that 
imposes the business tax directly or indirectly on the owner 
of any real or ^err-ional property, .pua o\?ner, although he may be 
required to pay it as occupant and user."

VISOOUUT SIMON: Will you turn back to pa^e 198, where you began
reading?. You began reading a ^udgraent of the Court of Appeal. 
The casa was dealt with by Chief Justice McPheraon, but you 
did not refer us to that.

MR. BOlvjJ: I ara sorry, I Jtove references to his Judgment in »y 
notes and wao going to read it later on.

VtflCOUKT UIMOW: At page 198, line 37, Mr. Justice Richards saya: 
"The leromed Ohiof Justice of the King's Bench sets forth
all the relevant facts and discusses the leading oases in 
regard to the business tax in paragraphs 2^8 to"31fj of his 
reasons for judgment."

MR, BOKDJ Yes. Page 6j is the judfgaent of the Chief Justice of 
the King's Bench.

VISCOUNT 8IMOHJ Tlien we get into parsp^aphs?

MR. BolttJs Yes. P.«iragraph 2?8 is on page 127t taad he goes on to
j which is on page l6l.

VXOCOUNT aiMONi You have been reading to us the judgment of Mar. 
Justice hiohards, which is on this point in your favour, bat 
one of hies colleagues, who gave ^udgiaent before him, was the 
Chief Justice.

KK. BQWBi 1 had intended to read three judgments that were in
our favour and then to take the two judgments which were against
us . . • . r • ' • ' . .  

VISCOUNT 3IMONS Very well.

MR. BOND: I have dealt with the judgment of Mr. Justice Richards,

The r.sxt judge whose deal a ion was in our favour waa 
Mr. Justice Adruason. At pace 234, line 9, he says: "Does 
the city business tax constituted an 'aaoesaraent* of the 
property of the company of any nature or kind or impose a taae 

...' or levy on the property of the conpejay? On this point I agree 
with my brother Richards .

"It has frequently been held that a bualnesn tax is 
a personal tax and not a tax on property: liei'eronoe re Taxation
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of Canadian Pacific iiailway"   that was the Saskatchewan 
Heferenoe In the uourt of Appeal for Saskatchewan   M ahd 
oases there cited. The fact that it is called a business tax am 
that business la property, does not determine the matter. The 
nature of the tax is the determining factor. Whether or not 
a business tax is a tax on or assessment of property depends 
on the statute in each oase.

"Section 291(1) of the \7innipeg Charter. Statutes of 
Manitoba, 1940, chapter 8l. as amended, says: '. . . every 
person carrying on any business in the city . . . shall be 
assessed for a sura equal to the annual rental value of the 
premises which he occupies ..." The business tax imposed by 
this enactment is an assessment of the person. It is not 
an assessment of property, not is it a tax upon property. 
 The annual rental value' is not preperty. It is an abstract 
terra used as a measure or standard for the personal tax 
imposed.

"The company is not exempt from assessment or taxation. 
All the company's property is not exempt; only that property 
owned by the oorapany for a certain specific purpose, or in 
connection with that purpose, is exempt. In United 
leotrio Coman tid. . Atoney ' Geeal fr ' . 
the company was exempt.

"There is a fundamental difference between exempting 
an individual or a company from taxation or assessment and 
exempting only the property, or part of the property, of 
such indivudual or company. Had it been intended to exempt 
the company, as was done in the Meuf oundlancl case, it would 
have been so stated in the agreement. This exemption clause 
appears to have been most carefully worded to express 
precisely what the parties intended. It bears all the marks 
of negotiation and compromise*

The only sense in which this can be said to be an 
asaessi'ient or tax on property is that it must be paid with 
property. To hold that this makes it a tax on property would 
be to enlarge the scope of the agreement. It would do away 
with the distinction betv/een exempting the individual or 
company. An illustration of that distinction occurs in this 
case. By clause l6 of the contract quoted in the charter, 
the Oanailian Pacific Railway is exempt from taxation by the 
Government of Canada. By the Railway Taxation Act, Statutes 
of Manitoba, 1900, Chapter 57, Section 18, the company was 
exempt from taxation by all municipal corporations \7ithin 
the province. Under the contract we are considering, only 
part of the property of the company is exempt. It cannot 
be supposed that those who agreed ur>on this clause did not 
know and understand the wide difference between exempting the 
company from taxation and exempting some particular property 
owned by the company*

"It may be that if the city had been alert and well 
advised, it might have collected the business tax from 1894 
to 1899. The company has not been injured or prejudiced by 
this inadvertence on the part of the city." In 1900* your 
Lordships will recall, the Hallway Taxation Act was passed. 
"The argument on the company's behalf is that because for 
those years it received greater advantages under the agreement 
than it was entitled to, it should continue for all time 
to benefit to a greater extent than was intended by the 
agreemisnt . The statement of Lord Halsbury in North Eastern 
Railway v. Haetlnwau whioh is quoted above, gives the answer 
to this contentions 'No amount of acting by the parties can 
alter or qualify v/ords which arc pialn and unambiguous. 1 "

30
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That Is Mr. Justice Adams on on the business tax.

VISCOUNT SIMONS Is it important that we should look at the case, 
to which he refers, of ifJnitecj, Towns E^eotrlo Cojftpany f Itlfri. y 
ttQrBe Genra. fr

MR. BOND: I do not think so, ray Lord.

VI300UHT 3IMOIJ: The learned judge says: "Had it been intended to 
exeurpt the company, as was done in the Newfoundland case, It 
ivould have been so stated in the agreement .* I do not know 
what it is.

MR* OAKS OH: I do not think that that e.*ae helps one way or the 
other, my Lord.

HIMON: If you agree that we need not look at it, we will 
not. What is the reference to the third judge;

LQHD COHSH: It is one sentence at page 228, is it not? 

MR. BOHUS It is page 228.

LOBE OGHKWj Mr. Justice Dysart had found in favour of the oity 
on *ke ultra vires point of the oase, so that it wo not 
necessary for him to LO into the business tax.

MH. BuHDj All that he says, at line 6, Is: "that the business tax 
is not exempt because, although the amount of the t JE 
annually assessed is to be computed upon the rental value of 
the property in which the business is conducted, the tax 
is not on the property but on the person involved." That Is 
all that he has to say.

VI3GOUUT SIMON: Those are the three who were in your favour*

MR. BONJ3: Yes.

VISOOUMT BIK01I; Then we wll< look at the others after the adjournment,

MR, BOHDs If your Lordship pleases.

(Adjourned for a short tirae).

-- ox-
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VISCOUNT SIMON: When we adjourned you were about to refer us to 
the judgments which were against you.

MR. BOND: Yes, my Lord.

VI3GOUWT SIMCW: v&ioh is the first one?

MH. BOND: The Chief Justice in the Court of Appeal. His judgment 
is to be found at page 185. At line 25, he says: "The next 
question to be considered is liability of the railway to 
pay the business tax on all their property situate within the 
present limits of the City. I tun not now considering the 
question of liability for taxation of the Hoyal Alexandra 
Hotel as distinct from other properties. Tint question will 
have to be dealt with separately .

Then he reviews the exempting clause and says: "The City 
of Winnipeg was incorporated on November 8, 1873, by 37 
Victoria. Chapter 7, and under Section 112 thereof there was 
set forth the property which was liable for taxation, namely, 
 all land and personal property in the City of Winnipeg shall 
be liable to taxation, subject to the following exemption'."

VISCOUNT SIMON: Is it necessary to read it all through? 

MR. BOND: I do not think so, my Lord.

VltiCOUKT SIMON: At page 187, line 22, he says: "In considering the 
true intent of the contract".

MH. BOND: I was about to come to that. I do not think that the 
other is material. He says: "In considering the true intent 
of the contract entered into between the parties, consideration 
must be given to the conditions that existed when the contract 
was entered into. At that time the only taxation levied was 
on land mid personal property. No other method of collecting 
taxes was in existence, and under clause 4* Section 8, above 
mentioned, it would appear that all property was to be free and 
exempt from all municipal taxes, rates, levies and assessments 
of every nature and kind.

"When the business tax was introduced as a new method of 
taxation it was definitely provided by statute, and carefully 
continued through the subsequent statutes, that the same was 
levied in lieu of a tax upon personal property.

"I aw of opinion that the inclusion of such a term was not 
merely by accident but for a definite purpose, namely; to show 
that it was a tax substituted for the previous existing tax. 
It was entirely unnecessary to include such an explanation for 
any other purpose as the power of taxation of personal property 
oould have be tan dropped out of the statute and the power to 
institute"     

VISCOUNT SIMON: I do not think that we need discuss the meaning of 
"in lieu of". We know what that means.

MB. BOND: On page l3tt he says: "The effect of such a term has been 
considered in the Shaftebury v. Marlboromdi case. In that case 
the Earl of Shaftsbury left to His grandson annuities of £1,000 
and £2,000, each subject to certain conditions, and his 
Executors were to pay the legacy dues on said annuities. In 
a codicil he revoked the annuities in his will and 'in lieu 
thereof* directed, that his Executors pay his grandson £3»000 
yearly".
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VISCOUNT SIMOH: Can vw go to line 30: "when the City exempted 
all property (^lich included land and personal property^ from 
all taxation, they cannot, at a later date, under a tax undt r 
another naue substituted therefor, make the company liable fox 
such substituted tax".

UR. BOND: Yes.

VISCOUNT SIMQU; Then he sunrises th©

MR. BOHI): "Counsel fox both parties submitted very strong
in support of their contention as to whether a business tax was 
a tax on property or not. In Hydi'o^J&ectrlc ^'owor 
v_« City of Hapii3.t|0fii Tor^onto Qubur^afl, Iia.il.way. Company v. 
of Toronto, it was held that business tax u'aa not a tax on 
property but a personal tax. On the other hand: in Mova 
gfeotla, Power v. TBank of Nova Scotia; Pigeon v. City of IJontreal 
and in; aMainion 'Kxlbress Qotiipany v. Pity of BKandoa^ the opinions 
expressed by laeidbers of iJie court ware that 'it' w a a tax on 
property. In all of those oases the questions before the 
various courts were entirely different from those in this action 
and dealt with the various statutes and the effect of same in 
reference to taxation of Crown lands or property occupied by 
the Grown, or oases of double taxation in contravention of 
the statutes under consideration. In no case was it for the 
purpose of settling the point of whether it was a property or 
personal tax, and the comments in reference to that phase of 
the problem were obiter dicta.

 In Reference re Taxation of Canadian Pacific Hallway 
Company, now subject to appeal, certain questions were submitted 
to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal as to the powers of a 
municipality to tax the company in that province. Various local 
Acts were under consideration and the effect of clause l6 
set forth in Chapter 1 of the Statutes of Canada, 44 Victoria, 
1881, and the court held that in Saskatchewan the company 
was liable for both property and business tax.

"In the first analysis, all taxation is personal as it 
has to be paid by the person taxable, although there are 
different ways of ascertaining istiat the amount of the tax 
shall be; and conversely, all property otmed by the person 
responsible for payment of the tax is available for the purpose 
of realising the amount thereof and became subject thereto.

H I do not think that in the present case it makes any 
difference whether it is a personal or property tax. The 
rights of the parties hereto depend upon the agreement entered 
into by than, as contained in the by-law15 .

He then yoes on to discuss Hedlev Shaw Milling Company 
"W City of Medicine Hat and the former case of Canadian Pacific

v.

VISCOUNT SIMW. Does he not come to his conclusion on the next 
page, at line 25?

MR, BdiD: Yes, my Lord. He says: B 'irue ordinary municipal tax on 
property is levied against the assessed capital value of the 
property. " That is the ordinary municipal tax. "The business 
tax is levied by an assessment of the annual rental Vcilue of 
the property. In both cases the property is to be taken into 
consideration. Because the basis of valuation used for the 
purpose is different, it does not eliminate the fact that the 
assessment is made in relation to the property and the City 
is not entitled to make an assessment of any kind*1 *
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That is where we differ from the learned Chief Justice. 
We say that it is only a yardstick. I think that is the e^d 
of where he deals with the business tax.

LORD 00HBN: At line 39 on page 191 he suns it up.

jSR. BQMU: Yes; that is his conclusion. "I am, therefore, of the 
opinion that the company is not liable for the so-called 
'business tax for the following three reasons! (1) it was a 
tax substituted for the personal tax from which it was exempt 
at the title the by-law was passedi C:.) That tiia by-law 
pro&Lbited the City from making the assessment necessary before 
such a tax could be ascertained^ (3) '^h^t on a txue and correct 
interpretation of the meaning of clause 4» sub-section (8) at 
the time the by-law was passed and the contract entered into 
betv^eeaa the company and the City, which was the rti-ason for the 
Passing of the by-law and the exemption being granted, the 
company was to be exempt from any and all taxes levied by the 
Municipality".

7ISOOUHT SIMONS Of those thr«e reasone, (2) is the critical one 
for you, is it not: w That the by-law prohibited the Oity from 
making the assessment necessary before such a tax could be 
ascertained" ?

MR. BOND: Yes.

LORD GOlffiii; That is the one based on the extract from the 
judgment of Mr.Justice Sedgewiok, at page 190, line 8?

MR. BOND: Yes.

JiORD TUCKER: (3) is really amming the thing up?

MR. BOMD: In so far as Ho.(1) is concerned, our submission is that 
it is an entirely new and different tax.

iOHD CGHKH: I should have thought that it was a bad reason. You 
have to look at the nature of the tax itself; not what it was 
substituted for.

MR. BOND: Yes.

VISCOJNT &lii(Ma I do not think that the first reason need worry you. 
The difficulties are in (2) and (3); and, if it is correct that 
the company was to be exempt from burdens put upon it in respect 
of property o-«ned by it, the question is whether or not this 
tax is not a tax on property.

MR. BQHD: Yes; that is the whole question: vfcether or not it is 
a property tax.

VI30QUMT SIMON: Yes. Y&at is the next judgment? ':

MR, BOND: Mr. Justice Coyne, at page 202, line 34 says: *I also
concur in the judfjoent of the Chief Justice of this court, with 
the exception of the t^o sentences at the end of his judgment 
where he refers to the Reference respecting the British Colurabia 
Labour Statute as affecting employees of the Ktapress Hotel" - 
we are not conoeorned v/ith that - H \7hoTe, on the basis of & 
supposition of interpretation of that case, he finds the Royal 
Alexandra Hotel liable to taxation* H That is nothing to do with 
it. He simply concurs with the Chief Justice. v

Those are all of the judgments in the Court of Appeal, my 
Lords.
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In the Supreme Oourt this Question -TOS net argued, because 
the Saskatchewan Hoforence hud been recently d**Lded and, while 
we did not argue it, ^e reserved our rights to present an 
argument on it, should it go beyond the Supreme Court. However, 
some of the judges did refer to it.

T1SOOUNT SlMOHi Did you say that In the Supreme Court this point was 
not argued?

MH. BQN1>: It was not argued at length. It was argued in connection 
with the Royal Alexandra Hotel, but it was uut argued. generally.

VISGuUM' blkOHJ It- would have been open to you in the Supreme Court 
to have distinguished, if it vrero 'ossicle to do so, the 

a tone -vasal case front this case, would it not?

MJR. BOND: We took the position th;i.l the Saskatchewan Reference was 
similar to ours and. vje still take taat position. I oca adopting 
their argument in this case.

Turning to the judf ;nents in the Supreuo Court, at page 
414, line 20, Mr. Justice Ksllock sr.ys: "It is also contended on 
behalf of the appellant that '-he exemption extends to so-called 
business taxes. As this point is concluded in this court by 
our decision in Canadian Pacific Railway Company v. Atwomey- 
general for _. .Saskatchewan P effect must be given to this contention '

At pacs* /}18, lines : 33 to 25, Mr. Justice Kerwin aays 
something similar; "The third question, whether business 

taxes aro included in the exempt ion j is settled by the decision 
of this court in Uanadian Paific .Railway Company. v. 
Geper&l for

Then Mr. Justice Kstey, at page 4^» line 44 » says: "Then 
with respect to the validity of the business tax prior to 
1B93 the City of Winnipeg was authorised to isapose taxation 
UjJon real and personal property"; and he disoxiases tho legislatioi 
At page 403, line Ib1 , he saysi "Apart frora this statutory 
recognition of the exemptions created by by-laws 148 and 195 
with respect to the business tax, the language of this exemption 
which we are hero considering - 'all property now ormed, or 
that her after may be owned . . . shall be forever i'rco and 
exempt from all a^iisipsl iaxes, rates, and levies, and assess 
ments of every nature and kind 1 , - is oven more uroai and 
comprehensive than that in clause I 6 considered in Canadian

Opm  }-}pYu v. Yhe. A.t.tjQjrne^r;n<3^^^^ 'where this court held that the 'Dusinees tax was included within 
the exemption th«ro provided for. The principle of that 
decision resolves this issue in favour of the company".

<Jn that point, before the adjournment, Lord Aequith asked 
me whether there -were any differences in the legislation. There 
is this difference: that under the City's legislation it is 
property owned by the company. The word "o.vned" does not appea* 
in the Act on the Saskatohevwa Reference.

LORD ASqUIIH: Is the v/ord "used" there ox "occupied"? 

MR» BOND: I think that it is "used".

LORD TUCKKR: The word is "used", but it has to be occupied as 
It is sn oocxtpation tax.

MB. 3CHD; That is v.-hat they held.

or-
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LOUD TUCJGJH: (jocupanoy came into it in the Saskatchewan caee.

LORD OCHKH: But in both cases, the word "corned" in one and. "used" 
in the other* ;TBS used in defining the property which was 
exempted, end the exemption in botn. cases was to continue so 
long as it was used for railway purposes, I think.

MR. BOND: Yes, my Lord.

VISCOUNT SIMCS: It is not disputed, is it, that in Winnipeg the 
lands, the annual value of which it ie sought i;o use as the 
yardstick, are ovsned by the Canadian Pacific Railway?

MR. BOND: I think that they are all ov/ned by the company.

MH. CARSQKj I do not know of any suggestion to the contrary my Lord.

MR. BOND: In the Sas&r.tchevTan case, in the Supreme Court, Mr.Justice 
Kellocfc, at pages 218 and 219, distinguished the case of

of. .Ontario v. City of
and in the judgment of the Chief Justice in the Court of A 
of Manitoba in this case it was saicl that in none of the c 
which he mentioned (and this ivas one of than) was it stated that 
the tax t7£s a personal tax,

I would lilce to refer your Lordships to Hydro-l&eotrio Powejr
is reported inof qptario v. City of Jifflilton. which is reported 

47 Ontario ''Law leport, 1^5, -r.iiere the question was under 
consideration regarding assessment t>r business tax and was. 
I submit, similar to the present case. In that case Chief 
Justice Meredith stated at pages IbO and l6l ciuita definitely: 
M The word 'property 1 means, I think, real property, because 
personal property is not liable to taxation." That is our case, 
too. 'i'hat is exactly what our Act says: that personal property 
tax was abolished.

LORD A&iUITH: 1 am not quite clear what a personal tax means, if 
it is a terra of itrt. Does it mean taxation isfaich is not levied 
on property or taxation which is not levied on realty, or does 
it mean a tax which is not enforceable by a charge?

MR. BCWD: I think that it is the latter.

LORD A&iUITH: The subject matter of the tax can be anything?

MR. BOND: Yes. That is why they inserted in the City Ch&rter, when 
they imposed the butiiness tax, that it should not be a charge. 
I think that that was the reason for it: to differentiate

a tax on real property and a tax on personal property.

GOHKN: I think that in the BasJcatche-wan case some judge said 
(and I ten. not sure that all of those who -jere against you did 
not say) that such a provision had nothing to do with determining 
the nature of the tax; it merely related to the method of 
collection of the tax, and it might be s. real or personal tax.

ilfi. BQSD: Yee, my JU>xd; that is true. My submission is that this 
Hamilton case is directly in point. The only difference is that 
xhe yardstick that they used was the actual value of the land and 
they applied an arbitrary rate to the value of the land instead of 
to the rental value of the land. That was the only difference 
as I see the case.

MB, OAHaCHJ That was question (2o) in the Saskatchewan easel
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MR. BOND: That was Question (2o) in the Saskatchewan Reference.

At page l6l Chief Justice Meredith goes on to say: "The 
businos assessment is imposed by Section 10 and is a personal 
tax. and not a tax on real ox personal property. The assessment 
on land, is used only for the purpose of determining the amount 
of business assessment, which is a percentage on the assessed 
value of the land occupied or xised for the purpose of the 
business. " 'i'hat is our case, except that the yardstick is 
different. He confines the business tax, as 'I have said, to 
a personal tax and by no process of reasoning can it be said 
to be a tax on property.

LORD TUCKER: What was the exempting provision in that case?

MR. OAHSOU: Property vested ip or control. .ed by any public 
n is not liable to taxation.

MB, BdfJ: It was the Ontario Assessment Act, .Ueviced Statutes 
of Ontario, 1914, Chapter 105, section 5, paragraph (7): 
"Property vested in or controlled by any public Commission is 
not liable to taxation, unless occupied by a tenant or 
lessee". That ap^rently "was the lan[fuago of the Act.

This case of Hydro~Klec<traic Oopn.ijsgion.. of Ontario v. Pity 
of Kami 1 ton -.vas followed in the iiaskutchcv»aTi courts in the " 
cases to which tny learned friend lux. Leslie referred your 
Lordships: Moose ^_^vA ..._^ji,it_j^g^î aQ^ri.Qia Oil Qpiqp&njj; (1937   
2, 'Western Weekly Report s p '''page' ?0^) ""and joTthern~
Flying aohool y.. .Buokland aunicipeJity (1943, we stern Weekly 
I'teports, page 609). JQ rely on those cases, and your Lordships 
will recall that in his reasons for judgment in the Saskatchewan 
Heference (1951 Supreme Court Reports, page 190} tor. Justice 
Katey, at page ;^>1, dissented i'rom the other judges. I am 
not going into that, because it was fully dealt with in the 
previous case.

i

My final submission is that the exempting clause of 
by-l&w 1^0.148 was most carefully \vordod, as tor. Justice Adams on 
has stated, to express precisely /hat the parties intended; and 
further, to ensure that there would be no doubt that the exemption 
giveu in 18&L should not be Jtisconstrued and taxation, other 
than on property, be introduced, thie Section 19 was ^inserted 
in the Ace of 1093 - that conies forward afc Section 3&9» [ 
aub-iiection (3) of the present Act - declaring it not to be 
a charge made upon land or buildings, which *,ms the incidence of 
property taxation. I think that that is the only reason why 
that section would, have to be pat in thei : to show that it 
did not carry alon^ the incidence of , roperty tax; it was not 
a tax o« property. :

In ooncluBion, I would like to say that the business tax in 
the City of Winnipeg is not a tax respecting the use and 
occupation of land., in my submission, and it is not a tax on 
property. It is a tax -which, I believe, is uni-luo in Canada. 
I do not thini: taat you have any counterpart to it over he:ve 
and, so far as I can find out, they do not use it to any extent 
i» the doited States. It is a tax unique in Canada and was, 
I uelifcvt; t first iiivosed by the Province of Ontario in 1890. 
Manitoba apparently got it from there in 1893. It traa imposed 
to aeplaee the personal property tax, which was difficult of 
collection and was not sntisfs.ctory; and I think that in 
every jurisdiction where the busiin ss tax aas been brought into 
fore© the personal property tax has be on abolished. It does not 
necessarily carry the sajae inoidanoe of taxation as the personal 
property tax, inasmuch as it is not a tax on property. It is an
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ejrbitraary sun which the province permits the City to charge on 
persons carrying on business in the City, so that they may 
through this tax contribute ygmething in return for the services 
that they receive; that is, police protection, fire protection 
and services of that nature. Otherwise, no contribution could 
be obtained from many of these persons, since they o.-jrry on 
business in rented premises and live in rented premises, and 
they would be free from all taxation and would receive the same 
services as the other citizens who paid the tax.

I submit further, my Lords, that the fact that the tax is 
computed by estimating the annual rental value of the premises 
occupied ajndraultiplying it by an arbitrary percentage does not

character; that it is not an occupancy tax. \

VI3COJHT SIMQH: In this case it is not occupancy; it is ownership, 
is it not?

Mli. BQWD: It has been held that it is an occupancy tax.

LORD TUCKER: In the present case the tax is an occupancy tax?

MB. BOND: It is based on occupancy. That is the yardstick.

LORD TUOK3SHJ The exemption that the Canadian Pacific Railway will 
get is because they own the property and therefore claim to b» 
exempted under the terms of the by-law?

ME. BOND: Yss. Our sutmisaion is that the factor of occupancy is 
merely the yardstick - the same as in the Saskatcheyran caee.

VISCOUNT SIMON: What you have said about the business tax in other 
Jurisdictions is interesting. You say that it was first 
imposed in Ontario*

MR. BOND: In 1890, my Lord. At that time it as a tax on all 
merchants. That is the way that they described it.

VISCOUNT SIMON; In Ontario, *hen the business tax was imposed, 
how was it measured?

MR. BOMB: It was on the value of the land, I think; the same as 
it is now in Ontario* a percentage on the value of the land*

MR. OARSQH: As in Question (2c) in Saskatchewan? 

MB. BOND: Yes.

VISQ OUST SIMON: I think that you are right in saying that we have 
nothing which is parallel to it in this country, and you say 
that you are not aware that it exists in the United. States?

MR. BGUG; No. They still seem to stick to the personal property 
tax in the United States.

LORD TUCKER: It bears a very close resemblance to our rating 
principles, especially the clause to which you referred us: 
"In assessing annual rental value, the assessment Qoutnissioner 
shall take all factors into account so that as far ae possible 
premises similar in size, suitability, advantage of location, 
and the like, shall be equally assessed. The intent and purpose 
of this section is that all persons subject to business tax 
shall be assessed at a fair rental value of the premises occupied 
or used, based in general upon rents being actually paid for 
similar premises. B It is very like our rating principle e  i
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of equality of rating of comparable premises; but, of course, 
our rating applies to residential properties as well as 
business.

BOND: Yes.

VISCOUNT 8IUGN: Is there any provision that, if one person who 
ie assessed to pay the business tax considers that the rental 
value of another person's premises hag been fixed too low, he 
can api'ly to have it put up? |

MB, BOND: Any person can appeal to what we call our Board of 
B»vision.

LCRD OOHiiac in respect to somebody else' 8 assessment ox only about 
his own?

MB. BOND: About other people's.

MR. CARSON : We have that in Ontario.

MR. BOMB: Whether they have any interest or not.

VISCOUNT 8IMCN: In our own rating law you oan object that 
somebody else is not sufficiently assessed.

MR. BOND: Yes. Any person oan appeal.

I have not attempted to advance any argtnent, because I 
had the privilege of listening to the argument in the 
Saskatchewan case and I agree with it and I am adopting that 
as my argument on this point. I do not think that there is 
anything further that I ca» add.

i

My friend Mr. Wilber force has drawn to my attention 
Section 3°°» a* P»g® 88 of the appendix. I do not know whether 
I read that or not.

LOHD CQHEN: I marked it. I do not know whether you read it, but, at 
any rate, I did.

MR. BOND: If your Lordship pleases.

VIBCOUHT SIMON: Mr. Carson , the Board has on a nunber of Issues 
reached in it* own mind a conclusion; but I notice that in 
the first reason which you append to your Case you say: "Because 
the respondent was a corporation with power to give the bond 
and covenant? That reason may arise because the respondent 
is in the position of a common law corporation or it may arise 
from the argument that it Is a statutory corporation with the 
necessary power. If you, representing the Canadian Pacific 
Railway, want us in our decision to decide which of those two 
things it is, we ought to hear you. If you are content to deal 
with the matter without discussing the Question as to whether 
it has cation law powers ox adequate statutory powers, the 
position might be otherwise.

MR. CARSON: The reason is intended to cover both grounds and I 
would be content to have the view of your Lordships on the 
first ground; that ia, that it has power by virtue of the 
terms of its Letters Patent.

VISCOUNT SIMON: In paragraph 32 of your Case, you say of the company? 
"It has the status, it is submitted, of a common law corporation 
and as such has all the powers of a natural person." ,
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MR. CARSCW: Yes.

VISCOUNT SIMON: One possible view is that we do not aay that,
tout it none the leas has the necessary power when you consider
the statute and what is equivalent to the statute.

MR. CARSON: As your Lordships will recall, the Majority of the 
Judges of the Supreme Court found in our favour on the 
question of powers, on the basis of the terms of the Letters 
Patent. If your Lor ships desired to hear me, I would 
natural.* y supoort that view in the Supreme Court.

LORD COEffiW: In other ,- ox ds, they did not hold that you were a 
ocrui:on law corporation? They did not find it necessary to 
determine it?

MR. CARSON: They did not find it necessary to decide, and I would 
think it proper for me to support the majority view in the 
Supreme Court.

i

YI3CQUMT Sli.iQN: We are only anxious that we should not frame our 
judgnent in & way which tios your hands in possible future 
oases.

MR* CARSON: Ysa, my Lord. For the purposes of this case, I would 
"be quite content vdth a jud#uent which held that we had this 
power by virtue of the terras of the Letters Patent.

LORD COHEN: In other words, Mr. Justice Looke was right?

MR. OAR80NJ Yes, and Mr. Justice Kerwin, who wrote the jud^aent 
of the Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Tafichereau and Mr. Justice 
Eauteux.

II30QUHT SIMON: That would leave you, in litigation in the
future, free to contend, if you felt that you could, that you 
were a oorauon law corporation.

MB. CARSON: Yes.

FISCOUflT SIbiON: Then I do not think that th ir Lordships will 
require to hear you. I think that that is the view to which 
they are lively to come. If, on^re flection, their Lordships 
were to find that their pxesent^TdYd not caamend itself, we 
should have to let you know.

MR. CAKSUU: If your Lordship pleases.

VISCOUNT SIMON: Is there anything that you wanted to say about 
Mr. Bond*e arguments?

MR. CAR8C8I; May I glance at my Reason* to see if there is anything 
that I should Bay about an/thing else. I think not, because 
my Reason (2) is only relevant if the question of powers is 
decided against me. The same would apply to Reason (3) and 
to Reason (4).

'

VISCOUNT SIMON: You are^taking the point in Reason (5), axe youT 
You are not suggesting that there is res .judioata?

MR. CARSON: I would only take it in this view: that in the
Supreme Court in that particular decision of 19^0 they held 
that the tax exemption iiras binding. I do not think that I 
need to develop that, as long as I remind your Lordships of what 
that decision was.

40



VISOOUHT 8IMGU: As regards your Be^son (9), I suppose that you 
say that, if the Privy Council took the view in the
aaskatohevran oase that the ex«nption was good, £ fortiori 
it is good iii this oase?

MR. QAltSON: Yws, my Lord.

VISGoifNT 8IMUH: Then I do not think that their Lordships need 
to tTOu&Le you,

MH. QAHSa*: If your Lordship pleases.

VISOOUUT SIMOM: Their Lordships will take time to consider what 
advice they will hurably tender to Her Majesty in this oase.


